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The President’s Message • • •
And an Important Postscript
Dear Colleagues,
As I write this message, I am recalling a fabulous evening at the 
Long Island Chapter’s clambake, which ended in the wee hours at the 
home of Co-Chairman Dave Beccia and his wife, Jessica.
As those attending the party renewed old friendships and made new 
ones, a topic that kept arising throughout the evening, whether people 
were standing at the bar or during dinner, was the issue of managed 
care. While managed care has been a reality around the country for some time, it is presently taking the Northeast 
Corridor by storm. Anticipating the increasing interest in this topic, Lou Fierro, Ruth Oliver, and the editorial board of 
Chironian, as well as Joe Dursi and his special events committee, have made managed care a “theme” for this year.
We start with the first of two installments on the subject on the next page, and managed care will be the topic of 
the CME course to be held during the winter seminar that takes place January 28 to February 3 at Palmas del Mar, 
Puerto Rico. A follow-up article containing pertinent material presented at that course will appear in the Spring issue 
of Chironian.
We invite your participation in the CME course either as an attendee or, if you have experience in this area, as a 
speaker. We also invite written comments to Chironian if you feel there is some particular point about the health care 
picture we should include in our next issue. As changes are occurring by the hour, we hope to keep our information as 
current as possible so that you will find these articles helpful and enjoyable.
We look forward to seeing you at meetings and Reunion Weekend.
Sincerely yours,
Michael A . Antonelle '62
I wish to share with you news of two events that 
occurred as Chironian was going to press.
In mid-October the Medical College’s President and 
Chief Executive Ojficer, Rev. Harry C. Barrett, D. Min., 
M.P.H., was honored with elevation to the rank of 
monsignor, following the visit of Pope John Paul II to New 
York.
“This is an honor the Pope bestows upon priests for 
longterm contributions to the Church. It is not the result 
of a single act’,’ Father Barrett says, adding, “I am sure 
my role at the College played a significant part in my 
being appointed.”
The Alumni Association ojfers Father Barrett 
felicitations on this high honor.
\
Ralph A. O’Connell, M.D., professor of psychiatry at 
New York Medical College, has been appointed Provost 
of New York Medical College and Dean of the medical 
school.
Dr. O’Connell has been a member of the Medical 
College’s faculty since 1980 and has been associated with 
St. Vincent’s Hospital and Medical Center of New York, 
since his graduation from Cornell University Medical 
College and the start of his postgraduate training, both in 
1963. He has been vice chairman and clinical director of 
St. Vincent’s Department of Psychiatry since 1974.
Our Spring issue will carry an interview with the new 
Dean, to whom we extend a hearty welcome.
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Managed Care -- A Kaleidoscope
The pholo shown here of 
Betsy Sands, wife of 
Andrew Sands ‘85, and 
their children, Alec and 
Charlotte, was snapped 
during the 10th 
anniversary reunion of 
the Class of ‘85.
^ While unposed and 
lighthearted, it calls our 
attention to a serious 
question: What will be 
the state of the medical 
profession when these 
youngsters, seen here 
straining for admission to 
the NYMC Alumni 
Center, ask in 20 years, if 
medicine is a career they 
wish to enter.
Loui.s E. Fierro ‘60,
chairman of the Depart­
ment of Anesthesiology 
at Lenox Hill Hospital,
Editor of Chironian, 
and Immediate Past 
President of the Alumni Association expresses these thoughts:
“My classmates and I graduated as physicians and surgeons. 
Now we are being called providers and vendors, and although 
the concept of managed care started slowly some 45 years ago, 
it has now swept across the country, driven by economics and 
politics. Along the way it has been creating a whole new look at 
our profession, the way we practice, our relationship to our 
patients, and so much more - and it has brought an entirely new 
alphabet and vocabulary.
“Although we don’t have a crystal ball to view clearly just 
what the next 20 years will bring, each of us has thoughts about 
the future; as well as many thoughts about the present, and 
decisions to make every day. To help our alumni/ae share 
knowledge and experience, we decided to publish a section on 
managed care. In the first part, on these pages, we offer 
important information in articles written for this journal by two 
alumni very well informed on this topic and in a glossary 
prepared from various sources with the help of other alumni.
We trust this material will be helpful to you right now.
“In the Spring issue we will publish the experiences of 
alumni and alumnae in various fields of our profession, and will 
look ahead to how the changing world of medicine may appear 
to the youngsters facing career decisions a generation from now. 
We feel sure that you will find this first part of interest. We 
would like to hear from you, and to include as many of your 
thoughts as possible in the next issue. Please address your 
correspondence to Editor, Chironian, New York Medical 
College Alumni Center, Valhalla, New York, 10595.”
.....i
MANAGED CARE AND THE NEW REALITY
Charles N. Aswad '57
Remarkable things have happened in the world of 
medicine since I graduated. 
Life expectancy has been 
dramatically extended. 
Patients whose future looked 
bleak are now routinely 
saved. Procedures undreamed 
of in the ‘50s are routinely 
performed in hospitals and 
outpatient departments across 
the country. But far and away, 
the most dramatic change has 
been in the way medicine has 
been transformed from a healing science to a business venture — 
a world where the corporate logo is supplanting the caduceus as
the symbol of the power to heal.
Clearly the “corporatization” of medicine is a mixed blessing. 
One would be naive to believe that the advances in medicine 
could have been accomplished without the infusion of billions of 
dollars into medical research, the development of advanced 
pharmaceuticals and the advancement of medical technology.
But the cost of medical advances has a price tag that is 
measured not just in dollars, but in the cost of changing 
relationships between physicians and patients. And it is managed 
care that is at the center of that change. The 650,000 physicians 
in the United States generate $200 billion in revenue each year, 
and there are a growing number of corporations that find that 
number too tempting to ignore.
Insurance companies — and their HMOs — are the engine of 
this health care revolution. In 1985 there were 19 million 
Americans in HMOs. By the end of this year there will be 56
4
MANAGED CARE continued
million enrollees. Here in New York State the enrollment has 
quadrupled to 4.8 million enrollees in the past 10 years. By the 
end of this year, New York State alone will have experienced a 
400% increase in managed care plans since 1984.
The power wielded by these insurance carriers is awesome.
The eight largest insurance companies now own 45% of the 
country’s almost 600 HMOs and the 10 largest insurance 
companies serve 44% of the nation’s HMO enrollees. This is six 
times the size of what is owned by physicians. Statistics clearly 
indicate that the for-profit sector of the managed care business is 
growing a lot faster than the nonprofit sector.
While cost containment is always important, the move to a 
managed care delivery system is, at best, a mixed blessing for 
patients who now have a lot less to say about the medical 
.services they receive. In 1988, 90% of Americans who received 
coverage through their workplace chose a traditional fee-for- 
service plan. By 1993, only 65% of Americans were even given 
this choice by their employers and, almost invariably, there were 
clear economic disincentives to choosing the fee-for-service 
option. In 1993 , the number of employed people covered by 
traditional insurance dropped to less than half (48%) of all 
covered individuals.
As physicians we must come to grips with the new economic 
reality. The AMA reports that the proportion of physicians who 
signed a contract with a managed care organization increased 
from 61% in 1988 to 95% in 1993. The survey also shows that 
physicians derive an average of 35% of all revenues from 
managed care sources. And that number is growing by the minute.
How do we deal with this new reality? As a physician and
medical society executive my answer is straightforward 
and unequivocal.
• Get involved in organized medicine at specialty, county, 
state, and national levels.
• Participate in medical society affairs and use these 
organizations as tools to form equity positions in medical 
delivery organizations.
• Use the medical societies to promote active legislative and 
regulatory agendas to protect the rights of patients as well as 
the rights of physicians.
• Actively participate in medical society political contact 
programs to be sure that Congressional representatives and 
state legislators are current and knowledgeable on what 
physicians think are problems with managed care programs.
• Use your medical society to challenge managed care 
firms that are wrong on specific utilization review or 
quality issues.
Easier said than done? Of course. It is always easier to leave 
critical issues to your colleagues. But the new reality demands 
new commitments and the changing face of medicine demands 
that the successful practitioner also be a committed participant in 
the organized effort to assure their own success. ■
Charles N. Aswad is Executive Vice President of the Medical Society of 
the State of New York. Dr. Aswad was awarded the Alumni Association’s 
1992 Medal of Honor, with an accompanying citation that reads, “He 
has shown foresight, intellectual and personal integrity, and has done 
skilled and compassionate work on behalf of patients without number'.’ 
He was profiled in the Fall 1992 issue of this journal.
National and State Growth
Enrollment in HMOs grew from 18.9 million Americans in 1985 to a projected 56 million by the end of 1995.
Although created in 1928, HMOs have 
blossomed only in the last decade, with 
employers signing on in droves to get less- 
expensive health care. In 1985 there were 
18.9 million Americans in HMOs. By this 
year's end there will be about 56 million. 
By the year 2000, one study predicts, the 
figure will surpass 70 million.
Source: The Group Health Association of 
America, Washington, D.C.
1994 & 1995 figures are estimated.
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MANAGED CARE: AVOIDING THE PITFALLS
Armand Leone, Jr. '82
Managed care is here to stay.
While physicians’ 
opinions run the gamut 
from excitement at the 
new opportunity, to 
despair over the death of 
traditional health care, 
there are some pitfalls 
for all doetors to avoid 
and tips that can help 
them deal with managed 
care organizations.
The biggest mistake 
about managed care is 
assuming it can be 
avoided. In the past 
medical treatment has depended more on eoverage than on 
relative medical necessity. Managed care places an emphasis 
on relative medieal need in allocating what must necessarily 
be limited health care resources. The two primary managed 
care models are the discounted fee for serviee sehedule used 
by preferred provider organizations (PPOs) and the health 
maintenance organization (HMO) model, which is based on 
capitation, a form of financial risk-sharing between 
physicians and health care payers. Because economics now 
require these more socially responsible systems for the 
delivery of health care, the worst thing a physician can do is 
to complain and do nothing.
The best way to avoid problems when contracting with a 
managed care organization is to have the assistance of a 
medical practice consultant and/or a health care lawyer 
experienced in managed care contracting. Physicians do not 
have the time to read all of the contractual provisions, let alone 
review the numerous documents and conditions that are 
incorporated by reference into the main contraet. However, 
there are certain eontractual provisions that should be analyzed 
by a physician. These include indemnification clauses; criteria 
for seleetion and deselection of member physieians; the way in 
which compensation is tied to practice patterns; and what the 
physieian’s rights are when appealing a declination of a request 
for treatment or deselection from the organization.
In order to negotiate effectively with managed care 
organizations, physicians need to generate statisties concerning 
their practiee. While outcome analysis research is still in its 
infancy, specific software programs allow physicians to analyze 
the efficacy of their treatment deeisions as well as the eosts. 
Using such information, physicians can accurately present and 
defend fee schedules with managed eare organizations. With 
the increasing use of capitation as a method of physieian
compensation, outcome analysis research is critical to a 
physician’s profitability. If a physician agrees to a capitation 
rate that is too low, the medical practice will go bankrupt.
Another way physicians can participate in and improve 
managed eare is to become involved with the development of 
practice parameters, both on national and institutional levels: 
when physieians participate at the national level in developing 
clinical practice guidelines based on scientific outcome analysis 
researeh, the quality of health care improves and its delivery 
beeomes more cost-effective. Participation in committees of 
speeialty organizations that develop guidelines concerning their 
area of medicine is yet another way physicians can protect the 
quality of health care. Additionally, by participating in the 
managed care organizations’ development of internal 
guidelines, physicians can make certain that their praetlee 
patterns are incorporated into the allowable treatment pathways.
Physicians must also take care to offset the inereased risk of 
malpractice suits created by managed eare by finding ways to 
eontinue communicating with their patients. Poor 
eommunication, when coupled with a bad clinical result, is the 
major reason most medieal malpractice claims are filed. An 
unavoidable consequence of managed eare is an increased 
emphasis on seeing a larger number of patients, combined with 
a greater rationing of health care based on relative medical 
needs. This often results in less time spent with the patient by 
the physician and, often, less treatment. By finding ways to 
effectively utilize ancillary staff, such as nurse-practitioners and 
physician assistants, physicians should be able to maintain 
good patient communication without spending an exeessive 
amount of time with each patient and, in so doing, cause 
operating losses. The eourtesy exhibited by the physician’s 
office staff becomes a critieal factor in patient satisfaction. This 
extends to minor items sueh as returning phone ealls promptly 
and assisting patients to arrange appointments conveniently.
Managed care is here to stay. Therefore, physicians need to 
realize that professional advice is available to help them 
contract with managed care organizations. Additionally, 
physicians need to develop ways to analyze their practices so 
they ean aceurately and effectively negotiate with managed care 
organizations. As risk-sharing in the form of capitation 
becomes more prevalent, accurate financial analysis of the 
praetiee patterns is critical to financial success. Lastly, the 
importance of maintaining open communication and good staff- 
patient relations cannot be overestimated, since managed care 
tends to depersonalize treatment. ■
Dr. Leone has a J.D. degree in addition to his M.D. and now practices law in 
New Jersey, (see page 13).
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A GLOSSARY OF MANAGED CARE TERMS
("anifation: A method of payment for health care services in 
which the provider accepts a fixed amount of payment per 
subscriber, per period of time, in exchange for specified 
services rendered over a period of time.
("oncurrent Review: Review of a procedure or hospital 
admission conducted by a health care professional other than 
the one providing the care (usually a nurse).
Credentialing: The process of reviewing a practitioner’s 
credentials, i.e., training, experience, or demonstrated ability, to 
determine if criteria for clinical privileging are met.
Discounted Fees: Arrangements whereby a provider agrees to 
provide services on a fee-for-service basis with fees discounted 
by a given percentage from the physician’s usual charge.
Fee-for-Service: A system of payment for health care whereby a 
fee is rendered for each service delivered. Under the fee-for- 
service system, expenditures increase not only if the fees 
themselves increase but also if more units of service are 
charged or more expensive services are substituted for less 
expensive ones. This traditional method contrasts with that 
frequently used in the prepaid sector where services are 
covered by a fixed payment made in advance that is 
independent of the number of services rendered (capitation).
(jjatekeeping: The process by which a primary care physician 
directly provides the primary patient care and coordinates all 
diagnostic testing and specialty referrals required for a patient’s 
medical care. Referrals must be prior-authorized by the 
“gatekeeper” unless there is an emergency. Gatekeeping is a 
subset of the functions of the primary physician case manager.
Group Contract: An agreement between a managed care 
company and a subscribing group containing rates, 
performance covenants, relationships among parties, schedule 
of benefits, and other conditions. The term is generally limited 
to a 12-month period but may be renewed.
Health Maintenance Organization (HMO): Any organization 
that, through an organized system of health care, provides or 
assures delivery of an agreed-upon set of comprehensive health 
maintenance and treatment services for an enrolled group of 
persons for a prepaid fixed sum. Services usually include 
primary care, emergency care, acute hospital care, extended 
care and rehabilitation.
Federally Qualified HMO: To be considered a “Federally 
Qualified Health Maintenance Organization,” an HMO must 
meet the provisions of the HMO Act, RL. 93-222, as amended, 
in Title Xlll of the Public Health Service Act.
(^rouD Model HMO: An HMO that contracts with a 
multispecialty medical group to provide services to HMO 
enrollees. The medical group is managed independently of the 
HMO. The medical group, not the HMO, contracts with 
physicians who are members and pays them directly. Payment
from the medical group to the physicians is often on a salary or 
fee-for-service basis. The medical group is reimbursed by the 
HMO. Payment is usually on a capitation basis.
Independent Practice Association: (IPA) Model HMO. An 
HMO that contracts with individual fee-for-service physicians 
to provide services to HMO enrollees in the physician’s private 
offices. The HMO may contract directly with independent 
physicians or with groups of physicians. Physicians in IPAs are 
usually paid on either a discounted fee-for-service or a 
capitation basis. Discounts are often accompanied by 
withholds. (See Withholds at end of glossary).
Network Model HMO: An HMO that contracts with two or 
more independent group medical practices to provide services 
to HMO enrollees. Physicians are usually paid by the HMO on 
a capitation basis.
Staff Model HMO: An HMO that owns the clinical facilities 
where the enrolled population receives services. The staff 
model HMO employs physicians and pays them on a salaried 
basis.
Hybrid Model HMO: An HMO that combines elements of 
staff, group, and IPA models.
Managed Care Organization (MCO): A generic term that 
includes all forms of organizations that provide managed health 
care services, for example, HMO, PPO, CMP, EPO, DPO, PPA.
Medical Director: Physician responsible for bridging health 
care delivery with management and administration. Major 
responsibilities include maintaining a provider network, 
utilization review, and quality assurance.
Performance Bonus: Offered to providers in addition to 
capitation amounts, salaries, or fees, on the basis of the 
physician’s performance in meeting the managed care 
organization’s targets for controlled utilization and cost.
Prior authorization: A method of monitoring and controlling 
utilization by evaluating the need for medical service prior to 
its being performed. n
Preferred Provider Organization (PPO): A PPO is an entity 
through which employer health benefit plans and health 
insurance carriers contract to purchase health care services for 
covered beneficiaries from a selected group of participating 
providers. Unlike typical HMO coverage, PPO coverage 
permits members to use non-participating providers. Some 
PPOs require providers to share in the financial risk. Others 
employ the gatekeeping concept.
Withholds: The portion of the monthly capitation payments to 
physicians withheld by an HMO until a year-end review of 
utilization norms. A physician who exceeds utilization norms 
does not receive the withheld amount. The withhold can cover 
all services or be specific to hospital care, laboratory usage, or 
specialty referrals. ■
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The Class of ^70 Remembers and Celebrates
(From Left) At the 25-year Reunion are Thomas Graboys, Randi Barrett Newman, Charles Barrett, Susan Kline, M.D., interim dean of the College, Leonard Newman, 
Ian Gale, and President Harry Barrett. In 1969 Charles Barrett, introduced his sister Randi to classmate Len Newman, so the weekend was a double celebration for 
the Barrett!Newman family: class reunion and the Newmans' 25th wedding anniversary.
Exuberant greetings rang out across the roof of“Flower,” as members of the Class of 1970 gathered 
on Friday evening, May 21, to mark their silver 
anniversary as physicians.
Graduates and their guests stepping off the elevator 
looked out on a display of their name tags for the evening 
— large, colorful lapel buttons decorated with their Fleur- 
O-Scope pictures taken 25 years earlier — a sight that led 
to gleeful good-humored exchanges, which lasted 
throughout the evening.
Many class members had not met since their 
graduation, but it was soon evident that the ties developed 
during their school years held firm as recollections of 
special experiences came tumbling forth.
A leisurely cocktail reception was followed by the 
anniversary dinner, served under an attractively appointed 
tent on the north end of the roof. Alumni President 
Michael Antonelle welcomed the class on behalf of the
Board of Governors and turned the program over to David 
Beccia, chairman of the reunion, who spoke words of 
greeting and shared some anecdotes with his classmates 
and their guests, before calling on NYMC President and 
CEO, Reverend Harry C. Barrett, D. Min., M.P.H.
Father Barrett, noting that the 25th anniversary is a 
good time for remembering, briefly traced the changes in 
the College over the last quarter-century. He also spoke of 
the changed, but still vital care-giving mission of the 
building remembered by these physicians as “Flower,” 
now Terence Cardinal Cooke Health Care Center, which 
cares for patients with AIDS and those with long-term 
developmental disabilities.
“While each generation confronts many new 
challenges the one unchanging challenge is to recognize 
and respect individual needs and the value of each human 
life,” Father Barrett said, and expressed appreciation and 
warm wishes for continued success to all.
To the accompaniment of continuous cheers. Dr. Susan
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Kline, interim dean of the Medical College, 
took obvious pleasure in summoning each 
class member to receive a handsome silver 
certificate, in recognition of 25 years of 
service in the medical profession. A fitting 
conclusion to the program was the 
presentation to Dr. Beccia of a gift from the 
College in gratitude for his chairmanship of 
the reunion. And what gift could be more 
appropriate than a handsome desk clock to 
recall a wonderful evening commemorating 
the passage of time!
Talking with Chironian after the
Suzanne Gralnick with classmates of’70 Philip Cea, William Gralnick, 
and Dennis AHendorf.
reunion, David Beccia said, “Our class members came 
from many parts of the country, some from as great 
distances as Arizona, Oregon, and California. There was 
lots of really good talk about many subjects, exchanges 
of personal news and, of course, of professional changes. 
Most of the concerns heard about managed care dealt 
with the loss of autonomy but people were generally 
happy with their practice, saying they were compensating 
for reduction in fees by carrying an increased work load.
“A highlight of the evening was having two members 
of our class, Tom Graboys and Len Newman, receive the 
Alumni Association's Distinguished Achievement Awards 
for 1995 in recognition of their outstanding work in our 
profession,” Dr. Beccia said. (Ed. Note: An 
article about these classmates and Donald 
Gromisch ‘60, the 1995 medalist, appears in 
NEWSMAKERS.)
“It was heartening to meet with fellow 
graduates, to share memories, and realize the 
common bonds that hold us together. Having 
had the wonderful experience of this reunion,
I would urge all alumni and alumnae in 
special anniversary years, and especially the 
25 - year classes, to attend their reunions and 
be part of the great memories, the history, and 
the celebration,” David Beccia concluded.
Dolores Arnold '70. Kathryn Meehan, and John Meehan ‘70
Thomas Graboys and Virginia Sadock, both ‘70, and Benjamin Sadock '59
Class Reunion, and Julie Kubaska, director of alumni relations Michael Berman '70 and Nancy Berman, with Norman Maron ‘70
and interim director of institutional advancement.
Standing: Elliott Perla '74. Richard Stone ‘68. Anthony Clemendor M.D., 
Janet Clemendor. and Anthony Sozzo. Seated: Frank Pastore '77. Alan 
Tuchman M.D.. Shera Tuchman. Susan Pastore.
One of the world’s best known hotels, The 
Plaza in New York City, 
was again the scene of the 
Alumni Association's 
annual banquet, held 
Saturday evening. May 20 
The College and Alumni 
Association officers 
w^comed the graduates 
and their guests warmly; 
they noted the major 
anniversaries being
celebrated this year by the classes of ‘45 and ‘70 as well as 
the very special event coming two days later for the Class 
of ‘95 -Commencement - the end of their medical college 
life and the beginning of their life as physicians.
The evening started with a gracious receiving line 
followed by a festive cocktail reception that was so 
pleasant it took many chimes to summon the guests to the 
banquet and dance.
Selected for special recognition this year 
were Donald C. Gromisch ‘60, who was 
awarded the Association's Medal of honor for 
1995, Leonard J. Newman ‘70 and Thomas 
B. Graboys ‘70, who were also cited for 
highly distinguished achievements in their 
fields. Don Gromisch and Len Newman are 
pediatricians and Tom Graboys is a 
cardiologist. For brief profiles of these 
honorees see NEWSMAKERS.
The Association awarded an additional 
significant honor, naming NYMC President 
and CEO, Reverend Harry C. Barrett,
D.Min. M.P.H., an honorary alumnus of the 
Medical College. In his response. Father Barrett said, 
“Many roles in our lives are temporary. One we know is 
permanent is that of alumnus or alumna. Being an 
alumnus is a lifelong commitment that I accept with 
deep appreciation.”
Following the awards came a prescription from 
Alumni President Michael A. Antonelle, who told the 
guests to “have a wonderful time, enjoy the banquet, the 
dancing, and the pleasure of being with family and 
friends.” This was one prescription that received full 
compliance as everyone partook of the sumptuous feast, 
and responded enthusiastically to the lively music as 
dusk turned to dark and in what seemed like a very short 
while it was time to say good night.
Rebecca Fierro, Louis E . Fierro ‘60, immediate past president of 
the Alumni Association, and Caroline Fierro ‘95.
Front: Jay Reich ‘95, Shing Chiou ‘95, Geetha Rajendran ‘95. Anita 
Brown Johnson M. D. Back: Ricardo Dunner and De.xter Johnson, 
both ‘95.
The Gromischl Potter family, from left: Maryann. Mark '83, Alice, Don 
Gromisch '60: Hollis and William Potter, both '85.
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Above: ihomas B. Grahoys '70; daughter, Sarah; Tom's 
wife, Caroline Rigby Grahoys; daughter Penelope; and 
friend, Patrick Blair.
Front, from left; Caroline Fierro, Michaela Renich, Patricia 
Cihak. Back, from left: Jeremy Mesches ‘95, Carrie Mesches. 
William Cihak //. ‘95. Chernes, all '95: Standing, from left: Steven Viera. David Harvey Lewis M.D.. Alta Goalwin ‘51.
Gray ‘91, Maya Lundhorg Gray and Kimberly Abrams,
‘95, Matthew Bank.
Class of ‘45 Celebrates Promise Fulfilled
To celebrate the golden anniversary of the Class of ’45, the 
College reproduced copies of their yearbook, Fleur-0- 
Scope 1945. The happy result was that throughout the 
reunion weekend classmates could be seen smiling over 
their pictures and rereading the text. And as members of 
this wonderful class participated in reunion events, 
including the special anniversary luncheon the College 
tendered in their honor and the Commencement exercises 
at which they received their gold diplomas, the following 
words from their yearbook seemed to echo prophetically:
We have run the last lap. We feel that no class has ever 
been quite like this one, and we’re sure we are just 
beginning a different and wonderful life. Yet deep down 
we have the sneaking suspicion that is an old story. 
Year in, year out, there are different faces and different 
names, but the same things will happen as long as our 
school goes on, which will be for a long, long 
time....We look forward with the keenest anticipation to 
what the future will bring, even though we know that 
these are the days we will someday look back on with 
nostalgia and recognize as our happiest days, the days 
we existed as physicians only in the potential. Each of 
us, because he and she are really untried, can look
The reunion committee of the Class of ‘45, from the left: 
Marvin Baum, Jane C. Wright, Mae Schneider, Louis S. 
Blancato, and Conrad Greenwald, photographed at the 
luncheon the College tendered in their honor before 
Commencement, Tuesday, May 23. On the table is the cake 
inscribed with congratulations to the class.
ahead and hope to achieve what only a few of us will 
achieve. But each of us knows we are glad we came to 
Flower, that here we received training that will give us 
a running start in our profession, that we will be 
competent in the field of our choice. The friends we 
made here we will keep....nor will we break the vow we 
have taken.
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VA Family Affair: Milestone Reunions for the Classes of ’45 to ’85
Members of the Class of 50 and their quests paused for a photo during 
the milestone luncheon. Seated, from left: Anthony Gueraa. Rosemarie 
Cantor Guercia '50. Jack Geoghegan '50. Hugo Gruendel 50. Frances 
Gruendel; Standing. Saverio Bentivegna '50. and Cathy Bentivegna.
Alumni and alumnae whose 
classes spanned 40 years came 
together on Sunday, May 21, to 
mark special anniversaries of 
their graduation.
Welcoming drinks and hors 
d’oeuvres preceded the 
luncheon at which classmates, 
seated together at designated 
tables, held catch-up 
conversations, pausing only 
long enough between words to 
permit some “photo ops.” The 
afternoon concluded with bus 
tours of the campus during
which several well-informed, articulate medical students 
gave commentary on each of the campus buildings. Of 
special interest to the graduates of earlier years was the 
attractive new student housing, which they admired and 
applauded, as they noted the sharp contrast to their own 
student housing, still vividly remembered.
In keeping with the Association’s feeling that reunion 
events are designed solely for pleasure, the College and 
Alumni officers eschewed 
formal speeches. Father 
Barrett, Dr. Antonelle, 
and Interim Dean Kline 
greeted the guests and 
conversed with small 
groups throughout the 
afternoon, creating an 
informal ambiance for the 
gathering that clearly 
satisfied everyone. ■
Class of'70 members and guests at the luncheon: Sealed, 
from left: Charles Paley. Ann-Marie Paley ' 70. Victoria 
Fensterer: Standing, from left: Dolores Arnold. Robert 
Lautin and Fred Fensterer. all '70.andR. Beverly Fensterer.
Father Barrett with an alumnus and a pas.sible 
future graduate.
Members of the Class of'75 and (heir guests renewing their friendship
H n
New Governors
join the Association’s Board
At the Alumni Association’s Annual 
Meeting, Sunday, May 21,1995, the 
following governors were elected.
Mavra Lynch Flynn ’51
For 27 years of her 43-year career Maura Lynch Flynn 
combined practice in general medicine with occupational 
medicine, often holding two or more part-time jobs. She warrants a 
footnote in the history of modem occupational medicine as the first 
woman to be engaged as a physician by IBM.
Maura Lynch entered NYMC with an R.N. degree from 
Westchester School of Nursing and three years at New York 
University. Elected to Cor et Manus on graduation from NYMC, 
she took a rotating internship at Indiana University Medical Center 
and completed a surgical residency at SUNY upstate.
From 1953 to 1967 Dr. Flynn was physician to employees and 
assistant to the director of laboratories at New York Hospital- 
Comell University Medical Center, Westchester Division.
Appointed an attending in medicine at St. Agnes Hospital in 
White Plains in 1954, Dr. Flynn continued that affiliation until her 
retirement from all professional work in 1992. Both St. Agnes and 
White Plains Hospital, where she was also a long-time member of 
the attending staff, recognized her with testimonials to her service.
Dr. Flynn began ber work in occupational medicine in 1956 with 
the Standard Vacuum Oil Company, continuing until the company 
was dissolved in 1962. In 1971 she started the first of two stints at 
IBM, covering ten years in all. For a total of twelve years between 
her IBM tours she served successively as Northeast Regional 
medical director for the Long Lines and Communications 
Divisions at ATT and as medical director of ATT Corporate.
Maura Flynn is a fellow of the American College of 
Occupational Medicine and a charter member of the 
Westchester Academy of Medicine, which was founded in 
1954. She is also a member of the service organization. 
Telephone Pioneers of America.
Elliott N. Perla ’74
Elliott Perla is associate professor of clinical medicine at 
NYMC, chief of the Department of Medicine at Metropolitan, and 
associate dean of student affairs for the College.
A 1970 graduate of the University of Pennsylvania, where he 
was named to Phi Beta Kappa, Dr. Perla was elected to A.O.A. at 
NYMC. Internship and residency in internal medicine at Mount 
Sinai Hospital were followed by a fellowship in pulmonary 
diseases at Metropolitan. He is Board certified in internal 
medicine with subspecialty certification in both pulmonary 
diseases and critical care medicine.
During Dr. Perla’s 16 years as a faculty member at NYMC and 
its affiliated hospitals, he has held important teaching, 
administrative, and clinical posts. At Metropolitan he served in the 
pulmonary disease section of the Department of Medicine for ten
years, and presently, in addition to chairing the Department of 
Medicine, he is vice president of the Medical Board and chairman 
of the committee on infections. He served for five years as chief of 
the pulmonary disease section of Lincoln Medical and Mental 
Health Center, where he developed and supervised the Center’s 
comprehensive care program for asthma.
In 1988-89, Dr. Perla served as medical director of the Terence 
Cardinal Cooke Health Care Center, where he had overall charge 
of medical administration and supervision, as well as coordination 
of medical education and other academic activities conducted in 
conjunction with the Medical College.
Arm AND Leone Jr. ’82
Armand Leone Jr. who holds a J.D. degree in addition to his 
M.D., opened a medical/legal practice in Glen Rock, NJ.
In 1978 Dr. Leone earned a B.A. with high honors from the 
University of Virginia. On graduating from NYMC, where he was 
elected to A.O.A., he took an internship in general surgery at 
Montefiore Hospital in New York City, followed by a radiology 
residency at Metropolitan Hospital and a chief residency in the 
NYMC Department of Radiology. He then worked as an associate 
staff physician in the Department of Radiology at Wayne General 
Hospital in New Jersey, followed by a brief tour as a senior 
registrar in the Department of Radiology at Guy’s Hospital in 
London, England, conducting MRI research. On his return from 
England, Dr. Leone entered Columbia University School of Law, 
receiving his J.D. degree in 1991.
An Olympic level horseman. Dr. Leone was a member of the 
1980 United States Olympic Equestrian Team. He is the son of two 
noted radiologists, Rita Girolamo ’51, NYMC professor and vice 
chairman of the Department of Radiology, and Armand Leone, Sr., 
’47, principal of Preakness Radiologic Associates.
Mario F. Tagliagambe, Jr. ’84
Mario Tagliagambe earned his B.S. degree in biology at 
Eairleigh Dickenson University in New Jersey. Following his 
graduation from New York Medical College, he took three years of 
residency in general surgery at Lincoln Hospital and Medical 
Center and a tumor fellowship at Our Lady of Mercy Medical 
Center.
On completing the tumor fellowship in 1988, Dr. Tagliagambe 
stayed on at Our Lady of Mercy as a house officer, remaining until 
he decided to change the direction of his career. He took three 
years of family practice residency at St. Joseph’s Medical Center in 
Yonkers, NY, the last year as chief resident. Board certified in 
family practice earlier this year, he has been appointed a faculty 
attending at the Family Health Center of St. Joseph’s. ■
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Three physicians received high honors at the 
Alumni Association's annual banquet. Donald 
S. Gromisch ’60 (center), was awarded the 
Association's 1995 Medal of Honor. Thomas 
Barr Graboys (left) and Leonard J. Newman, 
^oth ’70, were also recognized with Citations 
for their Distinguished Achievements. 
ChironicLTi talked with each of the honorees 
about his work.
DONALD S. GROMISCH ’60
Chairman, Department of Pediatrics, Nassau County 
Medical Center; Professor of Pediatrics, SUNY, Stony 
Brook, NY.
The citation accompanying the medal presented to Dr. Gromisch 
read in part:“Out of over 50,000 pediatricians in the United States, 12 are chosen by 
the American Academy of Pediatrics to serve on the National 
Committee on Infectious Diseases, which sets the policy followed m the 
United States and many countries of the world on immunization and
treatment of infectious diseases.”
One of the 12 members of the Committee is Donald S. Gromisch, 
whose extraordinary qualities were evident in his days as a medical 
student when he was elected to A.O.A. in his third year, elected 
president of his senior class, honored upon graduation as the most 
outstanding student, and further honored by election to Cor et Manus m 
recognition of his service to the Medical College community.
The prophecy in those honors has been more than fulfilled in the 35 
years of his career to date, and with the exception of his Naval service 
during the Korean conflict, he remained at N YMC from the time of his 
chief residency at Metropolitan Hospital in 1962-63 until 1990, when he 
accepted the post of chairman of the Department of Pediatrics at Nassau 
County Medical Center and professor of pediatrics at the State 
University of New York at Stony Brook. He was acting executive 
director of NCMC from August 1993 until October 1994.
At New York Medical College he did immensely important work 
serving variously as professor of pediatrics and vice chairman of the 
department, chief of service at Metropolitan, chief of pediatrics at 
Lincoln, and chief of the infectious diseases section of the Medical 
College for all its affiliated hospitals. At NCMC and SUNY he 
continues to bring exceptional wisdom and experience to his posts.
When asked what have been the most significant developrnents in 
infectious diseases. Dr. Gromisch’s response was immediate: The 
development of new vaccines, the most important of which is the one 
that immunizes against Hemophilus influenza, the most deadly cause of 
meningitis in children. With the use of this vaccine. Hemophilus 
influenza has been enormously reduced as a childhood pathogen, and we 
have virtually wiped out the major cause of meningitis m the USA.
Trials on a vaccine for the pneumococcus that will be effective for 
children at two months of age are now being conducted. Hopefully, this 
will prove as effective as the Hemophilus influenza vaccine.
“A new effective accellular pertussis vaccine to eradicate whooping
cough without causing the reactions of the whole cell vaccine, and a new 
varicella vaccine to eradicate chicken pox, are also being watched by the 
Committee, and recommendations are now being formulated for these 
new vaccines. Furthermore, monitoring older vaccines such as the 
measles vaccine and recommending a second measles vaccination 
before a child enters school have certainly decreased the sporadic 
measles outbreaks we have seen in the recent past.
“The ramifications of childhood infectious diseases, and therefore of 
our Committee’s work, are worldwide,” Dr. Gromisch noted. Germs 
know no geographic boundaries, and intercontinental travel continues to 
increase almost exponentially. Further, a disease that might not have 
very severe complications in one country may produce serious results m 
another, so that we must look at the broadest scope of an infection.
“The Committee meets twice a year, with many exchanges of faxes 
and telephone calls taking place continuously, and our group of 12 is 
joined by representatives of U.S. health-related government agencies - 
the NIH, USPHS, and CDC, for example - in addition to representatives 
from other countries and the World Health Organization, who may 
participate at times. Work on the National Committee’s tasks is 
enormously challenging and rewarding. I’m serving the last year of rny 
six-year term, and I feel my involvement in this work has been one of 
the important ways I’ve been able to contribute to the specialty. Dr. 
Gromisch said.
“Another area with which I’m pleased to have been closely involved 
is that of improving community health as chief of pediatrics at 
Metropolitan Hospital and director of pediatrics at Lincoln Hospital, 
each for a number of years. I know New York Medical College has had a 
very important impact on the health of the people of East Harlem and 
the South Bronx. We opened neighborhood health stations in those 
communities, where for the first time patients saw the same doctor at 
each visit. Families came to know who their doctor was and to be known 
to him or to her,” Dr. Gromisch added, concluding “This can rightly be 
considered a major contribution of the Medical College, and I m very 
glad to have been an active participant.”
Far more than an active participant, Don Gromisch has been a leader 
who, as his citation states, “has shared his knowledge and experience 
with distinction and devotion, bringing honor to the Medical College 
and to our profession.” ■
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LEONARD J. NEWMAN ’70
Professor and Chairman of the Department of 
Pediatrics, New York Medical College.
When Leonard Newman chose a subspecialty in gastroenterology 
during his fellowship at Albert Einstein College of Medicine, he began 
pioneering research in pediatric gastroenterology and nutrition that he has 
continued with important results. As his Citation for Distinguished 
Achievement says, he has substantially advanced knowledge in his 
subspecialty. Additionally, the citation notes, “he is a vigorous advocate of 
innovative programs in every aspect of childhood health and disease.”
Dr. Newman spoke with Chironian about advances in his 
department since his appointment to the chair in 1992, the department’s 
history and reputation.
“As far as anyone can remember, pediatrics has had a significant 
role in the work and goals of this Medical College,” Leonard Newman 
said. “Our Administration appreciates the tradition of excellence and is 
supportive of our programs and plans. We, in turn, feel obligated and 
challenged to keep moving forward in our work in order to 
prevent and, effectively, treat childhood diseases, 
as well as to provide the best education for 
future physicians.”
“Recently we moved ahead on 
several fronts, one of which is 
infectious diseases. We now 
have formalized that work, 
with a section now devoted 
to this field. We also have 
added a child 
rheumatology section; 
and our section of human 
molecular genetics is 
conducting extraordinary 
investigations, probing 
genetic factors in 
childhood diseases, with 
findings of major 
significance.
“We have a childhood AIDS 
program that treats some one hundred 
children from the Hudson Valley region 
referred to us by physicians in that area and a 
similar program at Lincoln Hospital.
“We’re also actively continuing to involve students in pediatrics for 
the long term, through such vehicles as the Pediatric Society and our 
summer programs, hoping they will choose pediatrics as their specialty 
and then stay with us for residencies. This is an important priority, about 
which we feel strongly,” Dr. Newman said.
Leonard Newman himself has been associated with New York Medical 
College since 1966, when he received his B.A. degree from Rutgers 
University, with the exception of two years for a fellowship at Albert 
Einstein College of Medicine. He has been board certified in pediatrics 
since 1975, with subspecialty certification in 1990. He was appointed full 
professor of pediatrics in 1989.
“With the obvious rapid growth of managed care we have been taking 
strong steps to ensure our patient base for teaching and clinical practice by 
developing good contacts with various HMDs. As a result we have 
become a major resource for the care of children via a network of 
physicians in pediatrics and with various subspecialties. All arrangements 
we make with HMOs must reflect the high standards to which our 
department is deeply and fully committed, “ Dr. Newman said, his words 
reflecting the words in his citation:
“For your heartfelt commitment to safeguard the health and well being 
of children in all economic circumstances from infancy through 
adolescence and your generous sharing of knowledge with your 
colleagues and students ... the Alumni Association expresses its deep 
appreciation on this twenty-fifth anniversary of your medical career.” ■
THOMAS B. GRABOYS ’70
Associate Clinical Professor oe Medicine, Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital and Harvard Medical School;
Director of the Lown Cardiovascular Center.
“It has long been my conviction,” Dr. Graboys says, “that a physician 
should do as much for a patient and as little to a patient as possible, and 
should make full use of the basics of medicine, rather than relying as heavily 
as we now do on technology. Further, being the patient’s best advocate- 
listening and hearing what the patient is saying-is primary in our role as 
physicians.
“I learned that lesson 25 years ago in a senior clerkship at Metropolitan 
Hospital,” he recalls. “Those eight months left an indelible impression. They 
were the culmination of four years of medical training whose mission 
remains as it was then: to educate students who are charged with care for 
and caring of patients. Recently I revisited Metropolitan and was struck once 
again by the intensity and density of the human condition at that facility, as 
well as by the singular dedication of the New York Medical College faculty.
My quarter-century in Boston has underscored the value of
my learning experience at Metropolitan, for if I have 
strength in medicine it is in that domain.”
The citation to Tom Graboys 
noted that he has had a remarkably 
productive career in cardiology, in 
which he has “blended, with the 
deepest meaning, the classic 
triad of research, teaching, 
and patient care ... He has 
sought answers to 
immensely important 
questions ranging from 
those of cardiac 
arrhythmias and sudden 
death to medical 
management policies, 
particularly those that relate to 
interventional versus non- 
invasive treatment of 
cardiovascular disease.” The citation 
further notes, “Your teaching and 
communications skills have been acclaimed 
by your fellow educators and those who benefit 
directly — your students. And you are widely known as a 
physician of extraordinary sensitivity to the human condition, consistently 
viewing each patient as an individual with deeply felt needs.”
Tom Graboys came to NYMC with a B. A. from Cornell University. He 
points out that his decision to specialize in cardiology was a direct result of 
his fourth-year elective with Dr. Bernard Lown, founder of the Lown 
Cardiovascular Center, of which Dr. Graboys is now director.
He completed training in internal medicine at Boston City Hospital and 
held a cardiovascular fellowship at Peter Bent Brigham Hospital. He then 
spent two years as a research associate of the Biodynamics Branch of the 
U.S. Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, Texas, where 
he studied the cardiovascular effects of high gravitational stress. He is Board 
certified in internal medicine with subspecialty certification in 
cardiovascular disease.
Dr. Graboys has served on the editorial boards of the New England 
Journal of Medicine and the Journal ofNoninvasive Cardiology. He is the 
author or co-author of 150 publications and abstracts.
Elected to A.O.A. at NYMC, Thomas Graboys has gone on to win 
numerous additional awards, including an honorary doctorate of science 
from the University of Massachusetts and the Harvard Medical School 
Award for Excellence in Teaching.
As Dr. Graboys starts his second quarter-century in the medical 
profession, the words of the citation awarded to him for distinguished 
achievement are eminently fitting: “By the principles and standards that 
are governing your career, you stand as an exemplary role model to future 
physicians.” ■
Each year the Alumni Association confers 
honors on several graduates whose contributions to the 
medical profession are outstanding. Honorees are chosen from among all 
active NYMC alumnae and alumni and are recommended by a committee of the 
'Board of Governors; the Board then makes the final selections. Awards are presented'
' during the annual banquet.
The Board of Governors now invites alumnUae to submit the names of candidates for a 
medal of honor or a citation to he conferred at the annual banquet. For a person to be 
^ considered the Board of Governors must receive a curriculum vitae up to date as of October | 
\I995, and a brief letter from the person making the recommendation stating the reasons /or I 
. the choice. Achievements may he in any aspect of professional work—teaching, patient care, 
or research, or a combination thereof. Candidates to be chosen must be present at the 
banquet to accept the award.
Help the Committee honor excellence. Send in your nominations addressed to:
Marvin Weingarten, M.D., Chairman 
Alumni Association Awards Committee 
Alumni Center, New York Medical College 
Valhalla, New York 10595.
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Newly arrived members 
of the Class of ’99 were 
guests of the Alumni 
Association on Monday, 
July 31, at a barbeque 
^ that started them on their four- 
year journey through medical school. 
The next day they would hear from 
representatives of the College 
administration, Alumni Association, faculty, 
and upper class students, who wouM 
welcome them to their new adventure in 
learning and tell them something of what 
they might expect, as well as what would be 
expected of them.
But for the moment the
newcomers simply enjoyed 
playing a game of 
volley ball, 
relishing the 
plentiful food 
awaiting them, 
and becoming 
acquainted with 
their classmates—not 
yet ready for the 
thought that one day in 
the next century it will be their turn, as 
alumnae and alumni of New 
York Medical College, to 
welcome new students to 
their alma mater.
♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Graduates Gather at
ACP
During the 76th annual meeting of the ^ •.
American College of Physicians, held in Atlanta, | d' t .
GA, last March, alumni and alumnae from the 
Atlanta area joined with graduates from other 
sections of the country at a reception hosted by 
NYMC on Friday evening, March 17, at the 
Atlanta Marriott Marquis.
Alumni Association President Michael A.
Antonelle and Richard Biondi, then vice 
president for institutional advancement, spoke to 
the group about developments at the College and 
the Association. Noting that the number of NYMC alumni m the 
area is growing, they welcome the interest expressed by graduates m 
initiating an Alumni Association chapter for Greater Atlanta, site of 
the 1996 Olympic Games.
At the reception. Dr. Antonelle presented a gift on 
behalf of the Board of Governors to Carol Manberg 
Wininger, a member of this year’s Silver 
Anniversary Class of 1970, in appreciation of her 
strong support of the Medical College.
Michael Antonelle '62 with alumni son 
and father, Richard Prokesch '76 and 
Clemens Prokesch '49, who was 
inducted into ACP fellowship at the '95 
annual meeting. Richard Prokesch, also 
an ACP fellow, practices in Atlanta.
Myra Freedman and Marc 
Freedman '74, who came to 
the ACP mneetingfrom 
Tarpon Springs, FL.
4
!i jCaiol \lanheig Wimngei 70 and 
her husband, Martin Wininger. at 
the ACP meeting.
Class Notes:
A reunion for five-year "milestone" classes will he held Sunday, May 19, at The 
Alumni Center on the campus at Valhalla.________________
Editor’s Note: News of the professional and personal activities of NYMC graduates is arriving on your editor s desk in ever increasing 
'olume. Therefore, in order to have space for a greater number of Class Notes, effective with this issue we will abbreviate names of 
nstitutions and locations. Most of our “shorthand” will be familiar or self-evident, e.g., Columbia P&S, NYU, UCLA. We will continue to 
ise the initials WCMC for Westchester County Medical Center, UMDNJ for University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, UCSD tor 
Jniversity of California of San Diego, and will add other such abbreviations as warranted.
Growing familiarity with shortcuts in the world of cyberspace - E-mail addresses, for instance - also warrants adopting such addresses as 
”tr for Center C for College H for Hospital M for Medicine or Medical, S for School, and U for University, thus, UC San Diego S of M, 
Jaylor C of M, Harvard M S, Texas Tech U S of M, NYH-Comell U M Ctr, Einstein C of M. We will, as appropriate for clarity, use the 
^ostal Services abbreviations for states when they are part of institutional names, as in Massachusetts General Hospital (MA Genl H).
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^When sending us information for Class Notes, don’t worry about following any particular form of abbreviation. However, if the name of 
in organization or institution is not widely known, please provide its full name - and always include the location (town, city, or campus, and 
itate). If an academic institution is well known, but has several campuses, please name the campus involved.
If you have specific suggestions regarding abbreviations, by all means send them to us. This is a “work in progress and we will welcome 
your comments. Address: Editor, Chironian, Alumni Center, New York Medical College, Valhalla, NY 10595.
We look forward to hearing from you.
1933
fjEOROK SriVAl.A writes: “Our last reunion was in 1993. Would those who would 
like a dinner reunion please let me know at 1376 Midland Avenue, Bronxville, 
NY, 10708.’’
1934
George Nagamatsu was honored with the Senior Pioneer Award of the Society 
for Urology and Engineering (SUE) for “his significant contributions in applying 
engineering technology to medicine, having great positive impact on the lives of 
many patients.” Dr. Nagamatsu, chairman emeritus of the NYMC Department of 
Urology, is founder and president of SUE,
60-Year REUNION
Joseph Bedetti will welcome any classmates who visit Miami.
Louis Perillo writes that he is retired, living in Perth Amboy, NJ, and doing well 
at age 87. He enjoys his wife, Teresa, five children, and eleven grandchildren.
50-Year REUNION
1947
William Blake has joined Fallon Medical Center in Holden, MA in family 
practice. Board certified in pathology and family practice, he teaches at U MA M 
S and Yale M S. He is former chief of pathology at Hahnemann H and has been 
in family practice since 1969. Dr. Blake announced his retirement in the fall of 
‘94, but after two months he decided retirement was “out of the question” for 
him. “With the growing emphasis on primary care,” he says, “I feel there is plenty 
of need for another physician in the area and I can continue to practice for a 
number of years.”
Benjamin Giminaro of Farmingdale, NY retired from practice in May of this 
year. In a newspaper interview Dr. Giminaro said, “I’ve practiced here, in the 
house I was bom in, for 45 years and nine months. I started August 15, 1949. On 
my first day 1 had six patients.”
Paul Lazar has retired from practice of dermatology, but he heads the ethics 
committee of the American Academy of Dermatology and is still active at 
Northwestern M.S.
1950
Bernard We;tchler will move to Chicago January 1, 1996 to teach professional 
preparedness and practice management to the anesthesia residents in the six 
university teaching departments of anesthesia in Chicago. His academic 
appointment as clinical professor of anesthesiology will be at the U of Illinois C 
of M, Dr. Wetchler received the Distinguished Service Award of the Society of 
Ambulatory Anesthesia at the Society’s 10th annual meeting. He was a founding
member of the Society and its first president.
1951 45-Year REUNION
1953
Michael Bernstein is director of internal medicine at Overlook H in Summit, 
NJ, and clinical professor of medicine at Columbia P&S. He was awarded a 
mastership by the ACP and currently serves as a member of the residency review 
committee for internal medicine. He writes; “Would love hearing from old 
(young) classmates; 42 years go by all too quickly.”
Peter McNamara has joined the department of gastroenterology in a 
multispecialty and family practice group, the Milwaukee Medical Clinic.
William Ryan is a volunteer physician for the State of Florida.
Solly Scheiner practices ob/gyn in Forest Hills, NY. He is Board certified in 
ob/gyn, and is a fellow of ACOG.
1954
Herbert Cole has joined with seven other pediatricians, including Geraldine 
Nelson ‘65, to merge their practices, and will see patients at three NJ locations. 
Dr. Cole, Board certified in pediatrics, is a fellow of AAP and served as president 
of the medical/dental staff and chairman of the Department of Pediatrics at 
Chilton Memorial H, where he is currently a member of the Hospital’s board of 
trustees. He is a clinical assistant professor of pediatrics at UMDNJ.
1955
James Finnerty writes that he, Herbe;rt Kravitz and Lowell Kane have 
established the “Sunshine Boys” E-Mail group on Internet and would love to hear 
from other members of the Class, He gives their addresses as follows: Jim 
Finnerty —JJF@ Avery. Med Virginia. EDU Lowell Kane — Lowtsey@ AOL. 
Com. Herb Kravitz — Kravco @ ICON. Net.
40-Year REUNION
Thomas Degnan is director of the state-ol-the-art Boas Marks Biomedical 
Science Research Ctr at North Shore U H.
Martin Floch represented ACG for gastroenterology at the ACP special 
meeting on the “Relationship of Specialist to Generalist in the new Managed 
Care Environment.” The meeting took place in Chicago, July 19-21.
James Leach writes that he has a 10th grandchild, now 3 boys, 7 girls. He is 
playing lots of golf with Douglas Nisbet. He adds: “Look forward to our 40th 
reunion in May. Let’s have a big turnout.”
Lina Merlino represented the Richmond County (SI, NY) Medical Society 
during the 1995 National Leadership Conference of the AMA in Washington,
\
N
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snowbirds coming through”.DC. Dr. Merlino, a pediatrician, is a fellow of the AAP, and vice chair of the 
Pediatric Section of the Academy of Medicine in Richmond.
Ronald Pion reports that he has “launched a new telecommunications service 
with Pacific Bell, offering access to knowledge base and decision support, for 
patients, providers, and payors, available by phone and/or computer.”
1957
Marion Schauler Brancucci is associate clinical director of psychiatry and 
chief of the stabilization unit at the psychiatric institute of WCMC.
John De Angelis has retired and now lives in Naples, FL and Melville Village, 
NH. He is completing his term as a governor of the ACS and plans to do surgery 
as a volunteer in undeveloped countries.
sE. John Steinhilber closed his psychiatry practice after 30 years in Concord, 
ivlA, and has started as a locum tenens with Comp/Health. He now lives on St. 
Simon’s Island, GA.
1958
Donald Jones, a psychiatrist of Ashland, VA, has retired after an immensely 
active career that included 25 years in the Virginia Department of Mental Health, 
Mental Retardation, and Substance Abuse Services. To note just a few of his 
posts: As a Captain in the U.S. Strategic Air Command, he served as chief of 
psychiatric services at Fairchild Air Force Base and received special training in 
the USAF’s Human Reliability Program, working with personnel who handled ^ 
nuclear weapons. As director of psychiatric services in the State Commissioner’s 
Office for 25 years, he was an early contributor to the State’s patients rights 
regulations, and also helped revise the insanity defense laws. He was the primary 
author of Virginia’s first departmental instruction on AIDS and represented the 
State on the Mid-Atlantic Regional AIDS Consortium.
1960
Harry Locke reports with pleasure that he is the grandfather of Nathaniel 
Shimon, now 2 years old.
35-Year REUNION
Peter Altman, who is the Randolph N. Schullinger professor of surgery in 
surgery and pediatrics at Columbia P&S and director of pediatrics at Babies and 
Children’s H at Columbia Presbyterian M Ctr, delivered the Ballantine Lecture at 
Hershey M Ctr in PA last spring. Internationally known for his work on surgical 
treatment of hepatic disorders in children, he spoke on “Biliary Atresia - One 
Surgeon’s 25-Year Experience.”
Robert Hirsh has been named to the board of trustees of Holy Name H in 
Teaneck, NJ. Board certified in ob/gyn, he has been on the hospital’s medical 
staff since 1966. He is a founding member of Shelter Our Sisters, a program to 
help abused and homeless women and their children, and also serves on the 
board of the Holy Name Health Alliance.
1962
John Morgan has joined the Department of Medicine staff at Mercer M Ctr in 
Trenton, NJ. He lives in Lawrenceville, NJ.
Marvin Roth writes that he and Nancy have been married 37 years. They have 
three daughters, three sons-in-law, one grandson, three granddaughters, and adds, 
“still counting! Thankfully, we are all healthy and happy.”
1963
Philip Kahff of Yardley, PA, has joined the Department of Ob/Gyn at St. 
Francis Med Ctr in Trenton, NJ. He has had teaching appointments at Jefferson 
M C and the U of P and currently lectures at UMDNJ.
1964
Ronald Rudlin moved his family practice from Los Angeles to the resort 
area of Rancho Mirage, CA, “in the Palm Springs vicinity.” He is applying for 
staff at Eisenhower M Ctr and “would enjoy getting together with any
1965
Geraldine Nelson has joined seven other NJ pediatricians, including Herbert 
Cole ’54 (See Class of ‘54) in merging their practices, and will see patients at ,
three locations. Dr. Nelson is an assistant professor of pediatrics at UMDNJ. The 
author of numerous publications, she completed a postdoctoral fellowship at 
Einstein C of M in NY. She is a member of the Flying Physicians Association.
Charles Weinberg reported that he continues to practice ob/gyn in Southern 
California and that his daughter, Lisa, would be married in Dallas in December.
30-Year REUNION
Stephan Greenberg is director of surgical services of U.S. Navy Fleet Hospital 
Seven, Fort Dix, NJ, was awarded the Navy and Marine Corps Commendational 
Medal in September. He recently authored an article on a baseline eye laser safety 
program, and he will lecture on ocular trauma at the Association of Military 
Surgeons’ annual meeting in Anaheim, CA, in November. He and his wife, Nurit, 
and their three children, live in Homell, NY.
J. Michael Purcell, who chairs the Albany/Schenectady (NY) Chapter of the 
Alumni Association, has been reappointed chief of dermatology at St. Peter s H. 
in Albany.
1967
Carl Lundborg reported proudly that his daughter, Maja Lundborg Gray is 
now an alumna of NYMC, having graduated in May, (Ed. Note: She also won 
high honors, which her father modestly refrained from mentioning).
1968
James McGroarty, who is an ophthalmologist, was honored last spring by the 
Juvenile Diabetes Foundation’s Brooklyn (NY) Chapter for his work in diabetic 
eye disease. Specializing in retinal disease, he has a particular interest in 
complications of diabetes that affect the eye. He has practiced in Brooklyn for 18 
years and is on staff at Long Island C H and NY Methodist H, and is a clinical 
professor at SUNY Health Sciences Ctr in Brooklyn. He is also the NY State 
Ophthalmological Society’s Coordinator for the Diabetes 2000 Program, which 
informs physicians and the public about the importance of early detection in 
preventing visual loss from diabetic eye disease.
1969
Mark Glasser says he spends much time lecturing and teaching gyn 
laparoscopy in addition to his clinical practice but says it is “very rewarding and 
fun.” Royalties from the sale of the Glasser laparoscopic needle have given him 
and Gail “ a nice dinner at one of San Francisco’s fine restaurants.”
Richard Hirsh organized and led a mammography teaching mission to the West 
Bank in August, bringing donated equipment and a team of experts to install and 
teach its use, and gave Palestinian radiologists and physicians instruction in film 
interpretation. He worked with the support of the Ministry of Health of Israel and 
the Palestinian National Authority. He led a similar mission to Nepal in the 
summer of ‘94.
25-Year REUNION
Harvey Aiges looks forward to the 25-year Reunion of his class. [Editor s Note. 
Dr. Aiges is right to anticipate this event with pleasure: The date is Friday 
evening. May 17,1996. Classmates are urged to read the coverage of the 25-Year 
reunion of the Class of ‘70, on Page 8 in this issue, and note particularly the 
words of the Chairman, David Beccia.j
Dennis Frank wrote in September that after 20 years with the USAF he had just 
retired from the Air Force and has relocated to Scottsdale, AZ, as an 
internist/gastroenterologist with Complete Medical Care, Ltd,
Robert Kaplan has been appointed associate clinical professor of pediatrics at 
UC Irvine, CA. He adds that he is chairman of substance abuse for the AAP, 
Chapter 2.
18
Kathleen Nelson, professor of pediatrics at the U of Alabama S of M in 
Birmingham, has been appointed associate dean of students.
William Zarowitz has been elected to the Alumni Association’s Board of 
Governors.
1974
Steven Weinstock practices gastroenterology. He and his wife, Shelley, have 
three children: Amiel, 21, a junior at U of P, Sarah, 18, who spent last year in 
Israel, and Georgette, a high school sophomore.
1975
Thomas Biancaniello, director of pediatric cardiology of University M Ctr at 
SUNY Stony Brook, NY, has been appointed medical director and associate 
director of University H, " The most satisfying part of this job is seeing the kids 1 
followed for many years leading normal lives,” he says. “That’s the advantage of 
staying in one place 15 years.
Charles Colby of Greenwood, SC, has been appointed to the Board of Visitors 
of the Medical U of SC in Charleston. A radiologist, he is a partner in 
Greenwood Imaging Ctr and a member of the board of trustees of Self Memorial 
H and past president of the medical staff.
Patricia Garlock has been appointed chairman of perinatology at Little Falls 
H in Little Falls. NY. She is also the secretary-treasurer of the medical staff for 
1995-96. Her practice of ob/gyn is based in Herkimer, NY. She joined the 
hospital staff in 1991.
Robert McNamee has been elected second vice president of the medical staff 
executive committee of Morton H M Ctr in Taunton, MA. An oncologist, he took 
his medical residency and chief medical residency at Worcester City H and 
completed a fellowship in medical oncology at Albany (NY) M C.
Mark Siletchnik retired from the U.S. Army and opened a private practice of 
ob/gyn with another physician at Russellville Women’s Ctr in Russellville, KY.
John Skrzypczak writes that he lives in Ashbumham, in North Central MA. 
and is currently director of emergency services at Heywood H in Gardner and 
Athol Memorial H in Athol, MA. He adds, “Hello to Kevin, Jim, and Carl.”
1976 20-Year REUNION
Marshall Kramer is chief of thoracic surgery at Our Lady of Mercy M Ctr.
He completed residency training in cardiovascular and thoracic surgery at the 
hospitals of Harvard M S, and fellowships through NSF. NIH, and the U of M S 
Hawaii. He is Board certified in surgery and thoracic surgery, and is assistant 
clinical professor of surgery at NYMC. His research interests include video- 
assisted thoracic surgery, lung cancer, esophageal surgery, and state-of-the-art 
pacemaker implantation.
Alan Aker and his wife, Ann, who are ophthalmologists in Boca Raton, FL, are 
involved in a number of projects to help the needy. They established an eye 
institute to serve the poor in the Dominican Republic, helped set up the 
Caribbean Eye Program to treat the needy on St. Kitts in the West Indies, and 
bought and renovated two houses in an Amish community in PA, where the 
family has ties and where patients are treated and stay after surgery without 
charge.
1977
Howard Schranz writes that he lives in Manhattan with his wife, Hedy, and 
their two children. He practices anesthesiology at Brooklyn’s Miamonides M Ctr 
and Coney Island H. He adds that in a letter he wrote to Commentary magazine, 
which was published recently, he pointed out that “opera legend Maria Callas 
was bom at the old Flower Hospital.”
John Powers reports that after serving for five years as chief of the Department 
of Family Practice and Community Medicine at Triplet Army Medical Center, 
Honolulu, HI., he has moved to the Washington, DC, area to become the family 
practice consultant to the Surgeon General of the U.S. Army.
1978
Allan Plumser is chief of the division of gastroenterology at St. Peter’s M Ctr 
in New Brunswick, NJ.
1979
Ellen Frankel wrote that she had been appointed chief of dermatology at St. 
Joseph's Hospital in (RNO Chking.)
Magdalen Hull is chief of reproductive medicine in the department of ob/gyn 
at Winthrop-U H in Mineola, NY. She is Board certified in ob/gyn and her major 
research interest is endometriosis. Her postgraduate training included a 
fellowship in reproductive endocrinology and infertility at Wayne State U S of M 
and a residency at Einstein.
Maryellen Romano is now a full-time member of the attending staff at Staten 
Island (NY) U H and is director of the hospital's new center for women’s health.
1980
Loretta Terranova, who is Board certified in family practice, has joined 
Brooklyn Heights (NY) Family Practice.
1981 1 5-Year reunion
Anthony Maddalo is in private orthopaedic practice in N. Tarrytown, NY, and 
is assistant team physician to the NY Rangers. He and his wife, Pattie and their 
sons, Matthew, 9, Mark, 7, and Nicholas, 3, are doing well.
1982
Catherine Labiak-Maher and James Maher, HI proudly reported the birth 
of their fourth child, Mary Catherine, in December ‘94, adding that siblings 
Shannon, 9, Jimmy, 7, and Brian, 4, are very proud as well.
Brian Solow was elected chairman of family medicine at Irvine M Ctr in 
Irvine, CA.
William Teubl practices internal medicine in Rhinebeck, NY. He, his wife, and 
seven children, ages 1 to 12 years, live in Clermont,
1983
Joan LtMAN and her husband celebrated their 25th wedding in June; their 
daughter, Melanie, graduated from the U of Rochester in May, Dr Liman is 
associate dean for student affairs at New Jersey M S.
Richard Zelkowitz, an oncologist on the staff of Norwalk H in Connecticut, 
was honored by the Fairfield County, (Ct) Medical Association, which annually 
recognizes a young physician for “demonstrated notable capability in patient 
treatment and care.” He is Board certified in internal medicine, with specialty 
certification in hematology and oncology.
1984
Duane Austin reports that his wife, Arlene, gave birth to their second child, 
Caroline Anne, in December ‘94,
Emilio Musso was inducted as a fellow of the American Academy of 
Orthopaedic Surgeons at ceremonies during the Academy’s 62nd annual meeting 
in Orlando, FL. in February.
Kathryn Peper has been elected to fellowship in ACP. She is medical director 
of the Morristown (NJ) Adult Health Clinic, which is a section of Morristown 
Memorial H, and is an assistant clinical professor at Columbia U P&S.
1985
Aron Rose continues his interest in teaching, both at Yale U, where he is an 
assistant clinical professor of ophthalmology, and abroad. He joined Orbis 
International for a surgical mission to China this fall and we look forward to his 
report in the Spring issue of this journal.
Gary Turer reports that he has three children, Jason Aaron, bom in ‘87, Carly 
Meli.ssa, bom in’ 89, and David Ethan, bom in ‘94. He is an ophthalmologist, 
practicing in White Plains, NY, and is an attending on the White Plains H staff.
1986 10-Year REUNION
Kathy Munemasa has joined the Department of Internal Medicine at Charlton 
Memorial H in Fall River, MA, and Allergy Associates in N. Dartmouth, MA.
1987
Gordon Kuttner has been appointed assistant professor of ob/gyn at Albany 
(NY) M C. He will also serve as director of the assisted reproductive technologies 
program at the College’s Women’s Health Center.
Barbara Minkowitz has joined the medical staff at United Hospitals M Ctr in 
Newark, NJ, as an orthopedic surgeon.
Michelle (Grosz) Miiltz wrote that she and her husband, Alan Multz, “were 
blessed with the birth of our first child, Rachel Ashley,” adding “1 have cut back 
on my work schedule, working in a private practice radiology group in Suffolk 
County (NY), three days a week. Parenthood is wonderful!,” she concludes.
James Salvatore has been elected chairman of the Department of Anesthesia at 
St. Nimy Corwin H. in Pueblo, CO. Shirley Salvatore is clinical director for 
family practice residency at St. Mary Corwin. Their second child, Asa Jordan, 
was bom this June.
1990
Elias Chua completed his anesthesiology residency at the H of the U of P and 
practices at the Graduate H in Philadelphia.
Roman Bilynsky and his wife welcomed a daughter, Maria Halyna, bom in 
October’ 94. He is now in his last year of a pediatric neurology fellowship at 
Walter Reed Army M Ctr.
Amy Novatt has been appointed director of the Women’s Health Ctr of Sharon 
and Winsted Memorial Hs in Litchfield County, CT, She and her husband, 
Ronald Whitmont, M.D., have a son, Reed, now 18 months old.
1991 5-Year REUNION
Roy Stern reports that he is doing a dermatology residency at Cooper H in 
Philadelphia, where he also lives.
1988
Nora Hansen completed a general surgery residency at the U of Chicago. After 
a two-year surgical research fellowship, she is now in her clinical year of a 
surgical oncology fellowship at Chicago.
Robert Yacynych graduated from his emergency medicine residency at 
Madigan Army M Ctr on June 30. He is now on staff of the Department of 
Emergency Medicine, Womack Army M Ctr, Fort Bragg, NC. He and his wife, 
Marianne, are enjoying Eddie, 3, and David, now 18 months old.
1989
Vanessa Jeffers has been appointed director of ambulatory care in the 
Department of Medicine at the Brooklyn Hospital Ctr, where she has been an 
attending on the Department’s staff since June ‘94. Noting her appointment, her 
chairman described her as “an extremely capable physician and a tremendous 
asset to the Department of Medicine.”
1992
Ronald Hicks and his wife, Diana, are in Fayettville, NC, where he is finishing 
his family medicine residency in the Duke/FAHEC program.
1993
Sholey Argani is taking a nephrology fellowship at Massachsetts General, 
having enjoyed his residency at NE Deaconess H. He adds: “1 send my best to all 
at New York Medical College, which made everything possible for me.”
Robert Gross reported that he is in his second year of anesthesia at Columbia, 
“will be traveling to California in October to visit classmate Lovella Caluya- 
Diaz and my beautiful goddaughter, Lovella’s daughter, Tatyana, who is now one 
year old. He adds, “Hi to all.”
Ross Switkes is a gemeral medical officer on the amphbious carrier, USS Boxer, 
based in San Diego, CA.
♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Golf Outing:
A 3to and3tu.dents Adid&
The Alumni Association’s annual golf benefits are 
doubly rewarding to the participants because they 
enjoy a good day on the green and have the 
satisfaction of knowing they are helping to support 
educational programs for NYMC students.
The day of the Fifth Annual Golf Benefit, May 9,
1995, dawned with perfect weather. After registration, 
lunch, and 18 holes of golf, the cocktail hour provided 
the perfect opportunity for the players to relax and 
replay, verbally, lots of shots, including those that won some of the 
well-chosen prizes presented during dinner.
Prizes were awarded for 1 st and 2nd low gross, 1 st through 5th 
low net, nearest to the pin, and the longest drive, as well as prizes for 
the Yellow Ball Game winners. Winners of the raffle prizes 
described them as “fabulous,” and the evening ended with a 
consensus that only one prize was missing; for an event as well 
planned and as much enjoyed as this golf benefit the Benefit 
Committee deserved a gold medal. ■
Kenneth Jueefuer '6H, Joseph Cantarino D.D.S., James 
McGroany '68. ami Daniel Juechter.
Christopher Rie^ler 
Michael Browne, both
Annual Fund 
Honor Roll
Following are the names of 
alumni and alumnae who contributed 
to the Annual Fund Campaign of the 
fiscal year July 1,1994 - June 30,1995.
Founders Society 
($10,000 - $249,999)
Class of 1943Dr. Albert Willner
Class of 1962
Dr. Joseph Dello Russo
1860 Society 
($5,000 - $9,999)
Class of 1967 
Dr. Stuart A. Green
Class of 1970
Dr. Leonard J. Newman
Presidents Fellow 
($2,500 - $4,999)
Class of 1930Trust of Dr. Anna Samuelson 
Miller
Class of 1931Estate of Dr. Harry Barowsky
Class of 1942
Dr. John S. Bogacz
Class of 1945
Dr. Philip J. Palazzo
Class of 1951 
Dr. Jean F. Jones
Class of 1966Dr. Maureen T. Matturri Testa 
Dr. N. Noel Testa
Class of 1976
Dr. Michael J. Bronson
Class of 1990Dr. Dante F. Almendral
Benefactors 
($1,000-$2,499)
Class of 1941Dr. Salvatore J. Detrano
Class of 1942Dr. Albert Schoenbucher
Class of 1943
Dr. Louis J. landoll 
Dr. Victor Tchertkoff
Class of 1944Dr. Marcelle T. Bernard 
Dr. John W. Nevins
Class of 1945Dr. Michael H. Berman 
Dr. John B. Casale, Jr.
Dr. Richard F. Dobbins 
Dr. David J. Fant 
Dr. J. Conrad Greenwald 
Dr. William E. Pickett 
Dr. Arnold M. Salzberg 
Dr. Felix Wimpfheimer 
Dr. Jane C. Wright
Class of 1946Dr. Theodore R. Brand
Dr. Frank V. Kreske
Class of 1948
Dr. Edward A. Friedman
Dr. Arnold I. Turtz
Class of 1951Dr. Seymour Schlussel 
Dr. Henry T. Uhrig
Class of 1955
Dr. Lawrence B. Brent
Class of 1956Dr. Donald J. Bradley
Class of 1957
Dr. Robert J. Cross
Dr. Foster H. Taft, Jr.
Class of 1958 
Dr. Robert J. Blankfein 
Dr. Frank M. Esemplare 
Dr. William C. Mulford
Class of 1959Dr. R. Margarita DeSantis 
Dr. Joseph F. Dursi 
Dr. Stanley P. Filewicz 
Dr. Francis J. Major, Jr.
Dr. John G. Weg
Class of 1960 
Dr. Louis E. Fierro 
Dr. Robert J. Fitzgerald 
Dr. Edward J. Kelly
Class of 1961Dr. Michael B. Corbett 
Dr. William A. Healy, Jr.
Dr. Robert D. Hirsch 
Dr. Burton P. Hoffner 
Dr. George W. Lutz 
Dr. Henry I. Saphier
Class of 1962
Dr. Michael A. Antonelle 
Dr. Howard Hertzberg 
Dr. Howard A. Jewell 
Dr. Richard S. Pataki
Class of 1963 Dr. Robert J. Comizio 
Dr. Howard Cooperman 
Dr. Christopher T. Maloney 
Dr. Edward J. McCartin, Jr.
Class of 1964
Dr. Stewart E. Altman
Class of 1965 
Dr. James F. Dana 
Dr. Leonard B. Krich 
Dr. George A. Levine
Class of 1966
Dr. J. Michael Purcell 
Dr. James M. Wallquist
Class of 1967Dr. Geraldine L. Ahneman
Dr. Leonard I. Goldstein
Dr. Jane N. Haher
Dr. Joseph A. Veneziano
Class of 1968 
Dr. Alfred E. Kristensen 
Dr. Charles F. McNally 
Dr. A. Roy Rosenthal
Class of 1969Dr. Edward J. Bloch 
Dr. Lester S. Borden 
Dr. Mark H. Glasser 
Dr. Richard E. Memoli 
Dr. Francis J. Pizzi
Class of 1970
Dr. David J. Beccia
Dr. Fred S. Fensterer
Dr. William Lipsky
Dr. Carol L. Manberg Wininger
Class of 1971 
Dr. Harold Michlewitz 
Dr. Richard L. Mones 
Dr. Edward J. Silvoy
Class of 1972
Dr. Peter J. Lucas
Class of 1973Dr. Richard R. Feder
Dr. Thomas G. Webber
Class of 1974
Dr. Cono M. Grasso
Dr. Joyce M. Sudeall-Blackwood
Class of 1975Dr. Harvey C. Aaron 
Dr. Mary E. Hawkins 
Dr. Biagio V. Mignone 
Dr. John Skrzypczak 
Dr. John T. Stinson
Class of 1976Dr. Steven I. Friedman 
Dr. Vincent J. Vigorita 
Dr. Susan L. Vogel
Class of 1977
Dr. Susan M. Jensen
Dr. Vincent J. Yakavonis
Class of 1978Dr. Jesse M. Cohen 
Dr. Morris A. Diamant 
Dr. Leslie A. Li Donnici
Class of 1979Dr. Ellen H. Frankel 
Dr. R. Candyce Silver
Class of 1980Dr. Richard E. Rohr 
Dr. James J. Walsh
Class of 1983
Dr. Peter M. Fitzpatrick
Dr. Barbara Tighe-Edwards
Patrons 
($500 - $999)
Class of 1932
Dr. Irving Pine
Class of 1941 
Dr. Bruce Alicandri
Class of 1942
Dr. Clifford F. Moran
Class of 1944
Dr. Earl H. Eaton 
Dr. George E. Froehlich
Class of 1945
Dr. Marvin Baum 
Dr. Louis S. Blancato 
Dr. John J. Davey 
Dr. Antonia E. Delli-Pizzi 
Dr. Ernst A. Kopp
Class of 1949Dr. Ruth H. Strang
Class of 1950 Dr. Hugo J. Gruendel
Class of 1952
Dr. Edward F. Lanigan
Class of 1953Dr. Sheridan W. Shirley
Class of 1954Dr. Herbert L. Cole 
Dr. William R. Flynn 
Dr. William F. Westlin, Jr.
Class of 1955
Dr. Francis D. O'Malley
Class of 1956 Dr. Joel Zisk
Class of 1957 Dr. Mark F. Anapoell
Class of 1958Dr. Joseph T. Culverwell 
Dr. James M. Gibbons, Jr. * 
Dr. George C. Muscillo 
Dr. Kenneth G. Paltrow
Class of 1959
Dr. Joseph F. Connolly 
Dr. William T. Cronin 
Dr. Brian A. Dorman 
Dr. Russell L. Poucher
Class of 1961 Dr. John R. De Filippi
Class of 1962Dr. Robert C. Crosson 
Dr. James C. Hegarty 
Dr. William E. Tesauro
Class of 1965
Dr. Qwie T. Chew 
Dr. Alfonso P. Ciarlo 
Dr. Robert S. Cohen 
Dr. Andrew J. Fezza 
Dr. Peter H. Maher 
Dr. Charles L. Weinberg
Class of 1966
Dr. Michael Brody 
Dr. John M. Carino
Class of 1967
Dr. Steven P. Kahn 
Dr. Carl B. Lundborg
Class of 1968Dr. Joseph J. Fay 
Dr. Craig A. Fenton 
Dr. Paul B. Heller
Class of 1969
Dr. Daniel Berson
Dr. Marie Ferrante Gade
Dr. Ronald Gade
Dr. David A. Herz
Dr. Robert A. Herziinger
Class of 1970 
Dr. Michael I. Bonder 
Dr. Philip C. Cea 
Dr. Craig R. Heim
Class of 1971
Dr. Harvey W. Aiges 
Dr. Mark J. Friedman 
Dr. Ronald B. Kolber 
Dr. Martin L. Lapkin 
Dr. Joseph R. Mazzaglia 
Dr. John F. Waller, Jr.
Class of 1973
Dr. Philip Fontanetta 
Dr. James L. Mills 
Dr. Barry S. Robbins
Class of 1974Dr. Carl A. Mealie 
Dr. Robert D. Pane 
Dr. Thomas R. Patnaude 
Dr. Elliott N. Perla
Class of 1975 
Dr. Robert A. Carnevale 
Dr. Hope Dillon-Jones 
Dr. Robert R. Flanagan 
Dr. Thomas R. Haher 
Dr. Curtis T. Jones 
Dr. Eric Mustonen 
Dr. Anthony L. Panariello
Class of 1976
Dr. Robert F. Basilico 
Dr. Ben Z. Cohen 
Dr. Lawrence J. De Lorenzo 
Dr. Terence M. Devine 
Dr. Sarise Freiman 
Dr. Jeffrey C. Kopelson 
Dr. Henry F. Olivier, Jr.
Class of 1977
Dr. Douglas A. Byrnes
Class of 1978 Dr. David R. Andrews 
Dr. Betty A. Cervenak 
Dr. Kenneth L. Kaye 
Dr. Myles L. Pensak 
Dr. Ronald M. Razzore 
Dr. John T. Repke 
Dr. Katha Rossein
Class of 1979
Dr. Richard H. Becker 
Dr. Murray D. Lebowitz 
Dr. Alan D. McClelland 
Dr. Pasquale X. Montesano 
Dr. Alan E. Peters 
Dr. Raymond I. Poliakin 
Dr. Eric S. Teitel 
Dr. William J. Wittman
Class of 1980Dr. Jonathan L. Ballon
Dr. David M. Van Ess +
Class of 1981Dr. Richard Giovanelli
Class of 1982Dr. Dorothy K. Gutwein 
Dr. Barry L. Karon
Class of 1985 
Dr. Robert Impastato
Class of 1987Dr. James A. Salvatore
Sponsors 
($250 - $499)
Class of 1935
Dr. Roosevelt Cafarelli
Class of 1936 Dr. Joseph A. Budetti
Class of 1943
Dr. Margaret R. Harle-Madden 
Dr. Selden T. Williams, Jr.
Class of 1944Dr. Alan M. Brooks 
Dr. Stephen Fromer 
Dr. Frieda G. Gray 
Dr. Edmund D. Marinucci 
Dr. George P. Potekhen
Class of 1945Dr. Beatrice M. Brooks
Class of 1946
Dr. William B. Deyo
Class of 1948Dr. Miguel A. Figueroa, Jr.
Class of 1949
Dr. Adele R. Altman
Class of 1951Dr. John W. Carrier 
Dr. Raymond W. Gibbs 
Dr. Robert D. Kelly 
Dr. Thomas I. Longworth 
Dr. Joseph P. Rossi
Class of 1952
Dr. Dorothy F. Flynn 
Dr. Robert E. Purcell
Class of 1953Dr. Dale B. Hylton 
Dr. Raymond K. Kelly 
Dr. Richard M. McGuane 
Dr. William D. Ryan
Class of 1954
Dr. William J. Esposito
Class of 1955Dr. Eugene L. Cantor 
Dr. Edward W. Carsky 
Dr. John A. Pallotta
Class of 1956
Dr. Jerold Schwartz 
Dr. Robert B. Small
Class of 1957
Dr. John De Angelis 
Dr. Robert P. Gruninger 
Dr. Thomas L. March 
Dr. Lawrence R. Smith
Class of 1958Dr. Ralph N. Bloch 
Dr. Ralph F. Brandon 
Dr. Lew E. Cibeu 
Dr. Lewis A. Dalburg, Jr.
Dr. Arthur Ginsburg 
Dr. James P. Roach
Class of 1959 Dr. Peter Demir 
Dr. Alan L. Heck 
Dr. Bennet J. Hess
Class of 1960Dr. John Elkas
Dr. William W. Hardy, Jr.
Dr. William E. Hennessey 
Dr. John F. Hoell
Dr. Thomas J. O’Neil
Class of 1961 
Dr. Robert Gonshorek 
Dr. Allen F. Langhorne 
Dr. Harvey A. Reback 
Dr. Jerome R. Shapiro 
Dr. James A. Walker
Class of 1962Dr. Thomas J. Connolly 
Dr. Robert A. Harwood
Class of 1963 
Dr. John P. Biasetti 
Dr. Albert A. Pineda
Class of 1964 
Dr. John R. Addrizzo 
Dr. Stephen T. Batthany 
Dr. Michael J. Feinstein 
Dr. Leonard R. Harrison, Jr. 
Dr. Richard J. Rose 
Dr. Philip G. Taylor
Class of 1965
Dr. Paul Y.K. Lin
Class of 1966 Dr. Andrew R. Ganz 
Dr. Andrea C. Giardina 
Dr. Martin J. McGreevy
Class of 1967Dr. Philip M. Aries 
Dr. Edward T. Butler 
Dr. John H. Mensher 
Dr. Pasquale J. Scotti
Class of 1968 
Dr. James L. Bauer 
Dr. Vincent M. D'Amico 
Dr. Peter C. Donshik 
Dr. Ronald J. Glatzer 
Dr. James F. McGroarty 
Dr. Richard K. Stone
Class of 1969Dr. Richard N. Hirsh 
Dr. Peter Nussbaum
Class of 1970
Dr. Michael R. Berman 
Dr. William J. Chernack 
Dr. Larry W. Denmark 
Dr. Paul R. Megibow
Class of 1971 Dr. Dominick F. DiFabio 
Dr. Burton M. Fink 
Dr. David A. Lazovitz 
Dr. Aron Neuhaus 
Dr. Richard J. Stabile
Class of 1972Dr. Ann M. Barbaccia Pollack 
Dr. Alexander J. Brucker 
Dr. Lloyd J. Feigenbaum 
Dr. Jeffrey I. Katzman 
Dr. Lorey H. Pollack
Class of 1973Dr. Kenneth P. Carlson 
Dr. Albert M. DeFabritus 
Dr. John R. Person 
Dr. Bruce E. Sherling
Class of 1974 Dr. George G. Doykos 
Dr. Edward R. Heilman 
Dr. Fran E. Kaiser 
Dr. Charles R. Reina 
Dr. Ross H. Taff
Class of 1975 
Dr. Joseph P. Castellano 
Dr. Charles F. Colby 
Dr. Alfred J. Fields 
Dr. Francis E. Florio 
Dr. Michael A. Garvey 
Dr. Robert J. Keltner, Jr.
Dr. Thomas L. Okner 
Dr. Eric R. Rosenberg 
Dr. John P. Sheehy 
Class of 1976 Dr. Jeffrey S. Bisker 
Dr. Gary G. Knackmuhs
Dr. Ronald E. Ostrove 
Dr. Edward K. Schneider 
Dr. Steven L. Sivak 
Dr. Henry Velez
Class of 1977Dr. Herman M. Epstein 
Dr. Joseph C. Iraci 
Dr. Milton L. Lorig 
Dr. Clifford L. Marshall 
Dr. Neal Mittman 
Dr. Nicholas V. Polifroni 
Dr. Alfred J. Trufelli, Jr.
Class of 1978Dr. Robert M. Ahrens, Jr. 
Dr. Ian B. Hoffman 
Dr. Daniel J. Kenigsberg 
Dr. Stuart A. Kittay 
Dr. Evelyn S. Kraut 
Dr. Daniel S. Levy 
Dr. Alan B. Marks 
Dr. Robert F. Morrison 
Dr. Paul D. Ostrovsky
'«Iass of 1979
Carlo Annese 
Dr. Robert A. Barish 
Dr. Nicholas G. Bonvicino 
Dr. David M. Butler 
Dr. Bruce I. Friedman 
Dr. Magdalen E. Hull
Class of 1980
Dr. Philip Biderman 
Dr. Neil D. Burack 
Dr. James A. Cunningham 
Dr. Michael A. Kurzman 
Dr. Richard J. Nattis 
Dr. Lee S. Schwartzberg
Class of 1981Dr. Rudy T. Andriani 
Dr. Joseph W. Gaffney 
Dr. Steven A. Levy
Class of 1982Dr. Alfred L. McKee, Jr.
Dr. Deanna Palumbo
Dr. Jay D. Tartell
Dr. George V. Tsimoyianis
Class of 1983
Dr. Scott P. Henry 
Dr. Peter Hoffmann 
Dr. Susan A. Klein
Class of 1984Dr. Paul J. Davey 
Dr. Noreen F.B. Ferrante 
Dr. Jerry A. Ferrentino 
Dr. James F. Kenny
Class of 1985Dr. Vito Ferrucci
Class of 1986Dr. Scott A. Glasser
Class of 1987Dr. Peter L. Alpert 
Dr. John C. Gruendel
Class of 1988Dr. Constadinos Nianios 
Dr, Eric H. Schultheis
Class of 1989 Dr. Mark A. Conway
Class of 1991Dr. Phyllis B. Edelheit
Donors 
($100 - $249)
Class of 1933Dr. Nathan Goldberg
Class of 1935Dr. Stanley H. Craig
Class of 1936Dr. Jacob De Vita
Class of 1937Dr. A. John Bambara
Class of 1938Dr. Pasquale Ciaglia 
Dr. Robert B. Hoenig 
Dr. Robert D. McKay 
Dr. Peter A. Miceli 
Dr. Morris A. Monaloy 
Dr. Meyer Zodikoff
Class of 1939Dr. Harold L. Jellinek 
Class of 1940 Dr. Ardow Ameduri, Sr. 
Dr. Hunter P. Harris, Jr.
Dr. Roger D. Sherman
Class of 1941Dr. John J. Konefal 
Dr. Matthew S. Mickiewicz
Class of 1942 Dr. Charles Dusenberry 
Dr. Jacob L. Oberman 
Dr. Leon I. Small 
Dr. Sidney Stabler 
Dr. Theodore R. Struhl
Class of 1943Dr. George M. Campion
Dr. Beatrice DiMarco
Dr. Hillard Gold
Dr. Joseph A. Manganaro
Dr. Emanuel Saizman
Dr. Adelaide T. Scanlon Sheehy
Class of 1944Dr. William E. Brady 
Dr. Eleanor T. De Paoli 
Dr. Benjamin F. Harley, Jr.
Dr. Janina L. Lauterbach 
Dr. Theodore Loizeaux 
Dr. Edward Sattenspiel 
Dr. Charles W. Shlimbaum 
Dr. Bernard J. Wattiker
Class of 1945Dr. Donald L. Graves 
Dr. Cyrille R. Halkin 
Dr. Harvey J. Hatchfield 
Dr. Milton M. Mazursky 
Dr. Paul S. Pizzo 
Dr. Thomas F. Schimpf
Class of 1946Dr. Joseph J. Buckley 
Dr. Eugene E. Gaudet 
Dr. Robert G. Maxfield 
Dr. John L. Soelling 
Dr. Lesley M. Warshaw 
Dr. Barbara A. Wood-Smith
Class of 1947 Dr. Charles Neustein 
Dr. Margaret M. Rice 
Dr, Franklin J. Simecek 
Dr. Martin L. Sumner 
Dr. Burton L. Wise
Class of 1948Dr. Richard M. Siegel 
Dr. Martin E. Silverstein 
Dr. Robert J. Suozzo 
Dr. Anthony Vasitas
Class of 1949Dr. Margot Ammann 
Dr. Margaret W. La Tourrette 
Dr. Laura G. Morgan 
Dr. Milton Olf
Class of 1950
Dr. Doris Bate 
Dr. Donald J. Blodgett 
Dr. Bernard L. Conte 
Dr. Rosemarie C. Guercia 
Dr. Robert W. Niehaus 
Dr. John S. Reach 
Dr. William H. Somers 
Dr. Charles L. Swarts 
Dr. Alexander G. Vongries 
Dr. Bernard V. Wetchler
Class of 1951Dr. Robert W. Fredrickson 
Dr. Irving Glassman 
Dr. Don W. McCoy 
Dr. Meredith Montague, III 
Dr. Carver L. Moosman 
Dr, Theodore S. Smith
Class of 1952Dr. Harold P. Curran 
Dr. Walter J, Henry 
Dr. Arthur D. Keefe 
Dr. Bernard Klein 
Dr. Edward C. Sinnott
Class of 1953 
Dr. Michael Bernstein 
Dr. Joseph E. Davis 
Dr. Burton A. Krumholz 
Dr. Charles A. Kuonen 
Dr.'Ernest S. Mathews 
Dr. Peter J. McNamara 
Dr. Edwin J. Pear 
Dr. Mitchell Pincus 
Dr. William F. Spence
Class of 1954Dr. Sanford H. Anzel 
Dr. Inwin H. Ardam 
Dr. William E. Barry 
Dr. Chester M. Bernstein 
Dr. Herve M. Byron 
Dr. Jerrold M. Feigenbaum
Dr. Edward I. Henry 
Dr. Robert S. Manogue 
Dr. Joseph L. Murphy 
Dr. Paul R. Palmer 
Dr. Richard W. Pitkin 
Dr. Edward W. Weigers
Class of 1955Dr. Ulrich Batzdorf 
Dr. Donald L. Christenson 
Dr. Richard L. Cohen 
Dr. John P. Curran 
Dr. Anita S. Curran-Smith 
Dr. Robert Dickerson 
Dr. Allen W. Fanslow 
Dr. James J. Finnerty 
Dr. Sam T. Knappenberger 
Dr. Frank F. Schuster 
Dr. Marshall A. Taylor 
Dr. James N. Trone 
Dr. Edward G. Waters 
Dr. Robert J. Widows
Class of 1956
Dr. Harry Allen
Dr. Arno R. Hohn
Dr. James B. Leach, Jr.
Dr. Lina R. Merlino 
Dr. Martin E. Rose 
Dr. Charles E. Sieger 
Dr. John J. Stavola 
Dr. David Werdegar
Class of 1957Dr. Elizabeth B. Birge 
Dr. Morton Birnbaum 
Dr. Marion Brancucci 
Dr. Richard J. Cobb 
Dr. Albert L. Huber 
Dr. Richard J. Kenyon 
Dr. Robert E. Martin 
Dr. Thomas P. Mathews 
Dr. Murray J. Pozner 
Dr. William H. Scragg 
Dr. John F. Spring 
Dr. John D. Tracy
Class of 1958Dr. Richard H. Aubry 
Dr. Werner R. Bierfreund 
Dr. Lewis F. Brinton 
Dr. James M. Gibbons, Jr.
Dr. Fred D. Hagerty 
Dr. Francis M. James 
Dr. John J. Lynch 
Dr. William E. Mattey 
Dr. Peter J. McLoughlin 
Dr. Richard D. Perera 
Dr. Robert S. Schindler 
Dr. Roger D. Smith 
Dr. Vincent J. Speckhart 
Dr. Thomas A. Spina 
Dr. Frederick Steinberg
Class of 1959 Dr. John R. Ayers, Jr.
Dr. Charles H. Bechert, II 
Dr. Frances S. Choper 
Dr. Thomas P. Comer 
Dr. Henry J. Cutler 
Dr. Harold A. Engelke 
Dr. Ashbel G. Gulliver, Jr.
Dr. Raymond V. Hussey 
Dr. Richard B. Knapp 
Dr. Eugene F. Lawlor 
Dr. Anthony J. Migliaccio 
Dr. John J. Starke 
Dr. Paul A. Stavrolakes 
Dr. Walter E. Uhlman
Class of 1960Dr. Harvey E. Cooper 
Dr. Wilmot S. Draper 
Dr. Charles E. Jenkins 
Dr. Richard W. Lindsay 
Dr. Harry R. Locke 
Dr. John D. O'Brien 
Dr. Rafael E. Perez 
Dr. James M. Rubin 
Dr. Henry G. Schriever, Jr. 
Dr. Frederick E. Siefert
Class of 1961 
Dr. Paul H. Brenner 
Dr. Wilfred J. Daily 
Dr. Judith E. Frank 
Dr. William A. Halligan 
Dr. Cher Y. Hsu 
Dr. Kirk K. Kazarian 
Dr. John G. Ketterer 
Dr. Neil A. Kurtzman 
Dr. Richard E. Murphy, Jr. 
Dr. Douglas A. Rayner 
Dr. John H. Seward 
Dr. David L. Smith
Class of 1962Dr. Robert A. Bennett 
Dr. Dominick H. Cerritelli, Jr. 
Dr. Gabriel G. Curtis 
Dr. Alan D. Dauer
Dr. Robert S. Goldstein 
Dr. Barry S. Meltzer 
Dr. Walter M. Stern
Class of 1963Dr. David A. Berkowitz 
Dr. Stephen E. Borkow 
Dr. Martin S. Fischer 
Dr. Bruce Hauptman 
Dr. Martin N. Hochberg 
Dr. John J. Kearney 
Dr. George E. Laubach 
Dr. Norman A. Lieberman 
Dr. Roy H. Lieberman 
Dr. James K. McAleer 
Dr. Leon Mercur 
Dr. Jack D. Norman
Class of 1964Dr. George M. Arcieri *
Dr. Anthony Barone 
Dr. Richard Besserman 
Dr. Nicola Bitetto 
Dr. Peter N. Bogdan 
Dr. George J. Camarinos 
Dr. Kalmen A. Feinberg 
Dr. Melvin Gerber 
Dr. Lawrence D. Harter 
Dr. Vincent E. Kiesel 
Dr. Max J. Kremzar 
Dr. Richard S. Kroner 
Dr. Francis P. MacMillan 
Dr. Michael M. Moss 
Dr. Henry M. Mueller 
Dr. Christopher P. Nash 
Dr. Richard L. Nottingham 
Dr. Edmund J. O’Connor 
Dr. Lewis H. Roht 
Dr. Andrew Roth
Class of 1965Dr. Martin I. Bertman
Dr. Howard D. Cantwell
Dr. Robert P. Christmann
Dr. Robert J. Kane
Dr. Stephen Z. Kaufman
Dr. Jack C. Lee
Dr. James M. Lee
Dr. Morton Meltzer
Dr. Vincent A. Montemarano
Dr. James J. Murdocco
Dr. Albert L. Saphier
Dr. Marvin L. Teich
Dr. Jack H. Vitenson
Dr. Ruth H.W. Weichsel-Hoffman
Dr. William R. Weissman
Class of 1966Dr. George W. Benninger 
Dr. James J. Bradley 
Dr. Joseph T. Faraldo 
Dr. Barry E. Gershweir 
Dr. Muriel A. Gold-Morris 
Dr. Stephan M. Greenberg 
Dr. Claire M. lamele 
Dr. James L. Januzzi 
Dr. Raymond S. Keller 
Dr. Donald P. Lawrence 
Dr. George P. Pillari 
Dr. Thomas V. Rossi 
Dr. Martin J. Stedman
Class of 1967Dr. Albert J. Bajohr, Jr.
Dr. Bruce L. Brofman 
Dr. Elaine V. Digrande 
Dr. Edward L. Gallagher 
Dr. Michael T. Gilbert 
Dr. Leonard Glaser 
Dr. Bruce H. Heckman 
Dr. Lloyd R. Hoffman 
Dr. Thomas E. Leonard 
Dr. Elliott F. Morse 
Dr. Robert M. Steckler
Class of 1968Dr. Kwabena A. Addei 
Dr. Stanley N. Friedman 
Dr. Frank M. Gaiioto, Jr.
Dr. Patricia Giardina 
Dr. Michael L. Jacobs 
Dr. Gary M. Krulik 
Dr. Jeffrey M. Laskoff 
Dr. Ronald B. Lorenc 
Dr. Elizabeth C. Muss 
Dr. John F. O'Brien 
Dr. M. Kevin O’Connor 
Dr. Stephanie J. Roze 
Dr. Philip R. Shalen 
Dr. Steven M. Steinberg
Class of 1969Dr. Roy M. Arkin 
Dr. Francis E. Cangemi 
Dr. Paul V. Conescu 
Dr. Michael A. Fitzgerald 
Dr. Nicholas M. Gualtieri 
Dr. Michael R. Henderson 
Dr. Richard S. Koplin 
Dr. Allan E. Mallinger 
Dr. Milton J. Reitman
Class of 1970Dr. James E. Adams 
Dr. Robert J. Baumgartner 
Dr. Paul M. Feuer 
Dr. James E. Gaffney 
Dr. Louis B. Gennarelli 
Dr. Richard L. Goldhamer 
Dr. Eric F. Gould 
Dr. William J. Gralnick 
Dr. Raymond E. Henry 
Dr. Helen M. Higgins 
Dr. Lee B. Lindquist 
Dr. John F. Meehan 
Dr. William J. Muster, Jr.
Dr. Robert P. Newman 
Dr. Donald E. Sawyer 
Dr. Bryan R. Updegraff 
Dr. Joseph S. Vetrano
Class of 1971 
Dr. Alan R. Altman 
Dr. Robert S. Bartolomeo 
Dr. Rubin S. Cooper 
Dr. Elliot Davidoff 
Dr. Robert D. Hesselgesser 
Dr. Frank T. Jordan 
Dr. Robert A. Kaplan 
Dr. William M. Mayer 
Dr. Kathleen G. Nelson 
Dr. William J. Pickering 
Dr. Lawrence M. Spergel 
Dr. Viktor P. Sulkowski 
Dr. Eric D. Weston 
Dr. Robert C. Zeller
Class of 1972Dr. James P. Angiulo 
Dr. Michael C. Chase 
Dr. Timothy B. Deering 
Dr. Leon D. Freedman 
Dr. Michael S. Goldstein 
Dr. Arthur S. Kaye 
Dr. Joseph Nimoy 
Dr. Barry Reisberg 
Dr. William Rymer 
Dr. Jerome E. Sag 
Dr. John N. Van Dam 
Dr. David J. Waldman 
Dr. Richard A. Winters 
Dr. David H. Young
Class of 1973Dr. Daniel Z. Aronzon 
Dr. Thomas J. Early 
Dr. Harris J. Gelberg 
Dr. Ronald M. Gilman 
Dr. Irwin Hametz 
Dr. Scott L. Kellman 
Dr. Craig W. Marker!
Dr. David N. Matisoff
Class of 1974Dr. Salvatore A. Chiaramida 
Dr. Lionel A. Cone 
Dr. Martin S. Engelstein 
Dr. David A. Goldenberg 
Dr. Richard W. Gratian 
Dr. John L. Isler 
Dr. Russell Kellogg 
Dr. Stephen D. Kirschner 
Dr. Richard S. Kops, Jr.
Dr. Randy J. Mound 
Dr. Charles Rich 
Dr. Alan S. Sacerdote 
Dr. Steven Samuels 
Dr. Jack Teigman 
Dr. Steven Weinstock 
Dr. Mark Weissman
Class of 1975Dr. Barbara S. Akresh 
Dr. Clifford J. Ameduri 
Dr. Michael Auerbach 
Dr. Richard E. Blake 
Dr. John A. Burigo 
Dr. Antonio Cardona 
Dr. Paul J. Ciancia 
Dr. Burton A. Cohen 
Dr. Linda M. Cohen 
Dr. Robert V. Dawe 
Dr. Jane Dickerman 
Dr. James E. Doran 
Dr. Catherine L. Dunn 
Dr, William C. Ervin 
Dr. Mitchell N. Essig 
Dr. Arlene A. Forastiere 
Dr. Alan M. Freedman 
Dr. Fred D. Fumia 
Dr. Judith E. Gershowitz 
Dr. Richard H. Glasser 
Dr. Margaret M. Grimes 
Dr. Andrew M. Grunwald 
Dr. Itzhak C. Haimovic 
Dr. Robert J. Heller 
Dr. Joseph H. Hines 
Dr. Edward I. Jacobson 
Dr. Harry D. Kerr 
Dr. Jacquelyn S. Loughlin 
Dr. Albert J. Mariani 
Dr. Fern L. Perlman
Dr. R. Nicoll Pratt, Jr.
Dr. William J. Rayner 
Dr. Lawrence A. Seigel 
Dr. Larry H. Sherkow
Class of 1976Dr. Ralph Almeleh 
Dr. Christopher T. Channon 
Dr. Richard L. Chilian 
Dr. Steven A. Fein 
Dr. Ronald A. Feinstein 
Dr. Leonard A. Feitell 
Dr. David N. Johnson 
Dr. Samuel D. Kahnowitz 
Dr. Peter D. Levit 
Dr. Scott J. McCorkell 
Dr. Mark H. Mishkin 
Dr. Edward N. Moss 
Dr. Mary A. O’Dowd 
Dr. Michael T. Oliver 
Dr. Charles A. Primiano 
Dr. Howard D. Rosenberg 
Dr. Michael Schoolman 
Dr. Michael B. Shapiro 
Dr. Michael A. Willen
Class of 1977 Dr. Robert L. Chironna 
Dr. M. E. Csuka 
Dr. Robert B. Fulton 
Dr. Patrick V. Graham 
Dr. Richard E. Gubner 
Dr. Alan L. Kalischer 
Dr. Brenda M. Koblick 
Dr. Scott Lawrence 
Dr. Peter M. Lemis 
Dr. Carl Lenarsky 
Dr. Mary A. Lowen 
Dr. Robert F. Mackey 
Dr. Joseph J. Maselli 
Dr. Jeffrey R. Medoff 
Dr. John M. Powers 
Dr. Glenn M. Preminger 
Dr. Barry Raff 
Dr. Roy D. Russell 
Dr. Angela M. Schulz 
Dr. David B. Simons 
Dr. Charles L. Springfield 
Dr. Stanley E. Waintraub 
Dr. Robert C. Zoller
Class of 1978Dr. Dale E. Braithwaite 
Dr. Sally L. Chapin 
Dr. Robert S. Collins 
Dr. Peter J. Embriano 
Dr. Theodore S. Feinson 
Dr. Joel G. Fischgrund 
Dr. Ronnie Horowitz 
Dr. Stephen K. Hoverman 
Dr. James E. Jenks 
Dr. Lawrence S. Kaminsky 
Dr. Stephen S. Kasparian 
Dr. Ernest Katz 
Dr. Phillip A. Kern 
Dr. Matthew J. Klein 
Dr. Laurence Knoll 
Dr. Linda S. Krook 
Dr. Abraham Lichtmacher 
Dr. Martin J. London 
Dr. Andrea K. Loomis 
Dr. Joseph P. Merlino 
Dr. Andrew M. Murphy 
Dr. Mary J. Murphy 
Dr. Norman M. Palgon 
Dr. Richard M. Reisman 
Dr. William J. Roe, Jr.
Dr. Rodger H. Silverstein 
Dr. Mark Tomback 
Dr. Edward S. Valentine 
Dr. James T. Walker
Class of 1979Dr. Richard D. Becker 
Dr. Robert S. Bloch 
Dr. Frank M. Castiglione, Jr. 
Dr. Paul B. Chaplin 
Dr. John N. DiBella +
Dr. Walter T. Glaser 
Dr. Mark A. Goldstein 
Dr. Alan H. Gross 
Dr. Ross L. Jacobson 
Dr. Jeffrey H. Minassian 
Dr. Mary E. Romano 
Dr. Janet A. Schneller 
Dr. Moira Shea 
Dr. Michael F. Simms, 111 
Dr. Jennifer R. Thulin
Class of 1980
Dr. Alvin M. Bregman
Dr. Richard A. Bugliari
Dr. Philip A. Butler
Dr. Joseph G. Cardinale
Dr. Randolph J. Cohen
Dr. Stephanie L. Colodny
Dr. Sanford Cooper
Dr. Brian G. Daggett
Dr. Janet B. Dickinson
Dr. Sarina J. DiStefano-Lynch
Dr. Garrett W. Dixon
22
Dr. Alan M. Fixelle 
Dr. Kenneth C. Giardina 
Dr. Mitchell N. Goldstein 
Dr. David I. Greenfield 
Dr. Jill S. Hirsch 
Dr. Robert A. Lindberg 
Dr. Rosemarie C. Newman 
Dr. Jay S. Schachne 
Dr. Joanna F. Shulman 
Dr. Barry S. Talesnick
Class of 1981Dr. Alan J. Conrad 
Dr. Robert P. Driscoll 
Dr. Clifford L. Ehrlich 
Dr. Lynne R. Ferrari 
Dr. David T. Goldman 
Dr. Martin A. Gross 
Dr. Edward J. Kirby 
Dr. Reid A. Lachman 
Dr. Stuart W. Landau 
Dr. Anthony V. Maddalo 
Dr. Mariana S. Markell 
Dr. Howard T. Meny 
Dr. Grace M. O’Malley 
Dr. Joseph J. Perosi +
Dr. Mary Revenis 
Dr. Charles D. Russo 
Dr. Mark O. Stypula 
Dr. Paul J. Svigals 
Dr. Karl H. Urban 
Dr. Clarissa S. Westney
Class of 1982Dr. Michael R. Barboni 
Dr. Joseph J. Calandra 
Dr. Elizabeth Figueroa 
Dr. David M. Goldenberg 
Dr. Scott S. Gordon 
Dr. Myrna K. Keller Nussbaum 
Dr. Jeffrey M. Krupen 
Dr. Armand F. Leone, Jr.
Dr. Joseph K. LobI
Dr. Robert N. Lowe
Dr. James O. Maher III
Dr. Malcolm Z. Roth
Dr. Michael P. Rubinstein
Dr. Ira J. Schwalb
Dr. Matthew N. Silverman
Dr. Scott M. Spector
Dr. Kenneth B. Strumpf
Dr. William P. TeubI
Dr. Daniel E. Wapner
Dr. Morris J. Washington, III
Dr. Jonathan H. Yamaguchi
Class of 1983Dr. Amy Batterman-Ditchek
Dr. Jonathan A. Berger
Dr. David J. Cooper
Dr. Robert R. Cross
Dr. John S. Ettenson
Dr. Ilona W. Figura
Dr. Barbara M. Hisler
Dr. Bartholomew M. Natoli
Dr. John D. Nisbet
Dr. Matthew E. Schwinger
Dr. Carl L. Speizer
Dr. Barry M. Zisholtz
Class of 1984Dr. Christopher R. Accetta
Dr. Duane F. Austin
Dr. Paul G. Battaglia
Dr. Thomas J. Beggins
Dr. Marion C. Bissel
Dr. Jerome M. Burke
Dr. Kevin C. Delahanty
Dr. Maria A. DiGiovanni
Dr. Anthony A. Dilullo
Dr. Hugh F. Harwood
Dr. Jonathan S. Kusnitz
Dr. Paul E. Masi
Dr. George R. McKendall
Dr. Susan P. Riley
Dr. Nancy C. Rose
Dr. Howard L. Sussman
Dr. Mario F. Tagliagambe. Jr.
Class of 1985Dr. Thomas J. Abbamont 
Dr. Timothy F. Brewer 
Dr. Joseph A. Camilleri, Jr. 
Dr. Ronald G. Frank 
Dr. Arnold P. Good 
Dr. Robert M. Herenstein 
Dr. Jonathan L. Holder 
Dr. Jonathan S. Jahr 
Dr. Eileen Mclnerney 
Dr. Thomas J. Pacicco 
Dr. Palmo J. Pasquariello 
Dr. Lee J. Phillips 
Dr. Meg A. Rosenblatt
Class of 1986Dr. Harold C. Bautista 
Dr. Martin M. Bednar 
Dr. David J. Burke 
Dr. Gary J. Colantropo 
Dr. Valerie L. Katz 
Dr. Disa G. Sacks
Dr. Mark J. Trentalange 
Dr. Adrianna Vlachos
Class of 1987Dr. Kerry B. Frommer Fierstein
Dr. Louis M. Rague, III
Dr. Anthony J. Reino
Dr. Thomas O. Russo
Dr. Meir Salama
Dr. Claudio Sandoval
Dr. Steven S. Shainmark
Dr. Stuart A. Sherman
Dr. Gregg L. Singer
Dr. Joseph J. Stavola
Dr. Kenneth M. Sutin
Class of 1988Dr. Viorel I. Boborodea 
Dr. Richard P. Bodony 
Dr. Michael D. Ciliberti 
Dr. William J. Dean, III 
Dr. Peter J. Gruber 
Dr. Andrea G. Katz 
Dr. Elizabeth A. Molinelli 
Dr. Charles E. O’Dowd 
Dr. Christopher F. Riegler 
Dr. Lyda E. Rojas 
Dr. Katharina H. Schultz 
Dr. Robert M. Yacynych
Class of 1989Dr. Robert W. Antonelle 
Dr. Jonathan K. Gordon 
Dr. Deborah A. Hinkley 
Dr. Paul J. Lee 
Dr. Sharon R. Lee
Class of 1990Dr. Susan M. Liebeskind
Class of 1993Dr. Robert J. Gancayco 
Dr. Lawrence D. Rosen
Contributor 
(up to $99)
Class of 1931Dr. Charles Hertzman
Class of 1935Dr. John F. Shaul
Class of 1936Dr. William Brown 
Dr. Milton M. Ehrlich *
Dr. Thomas Siciliano
Class of 1937Dr. Regina Gabler
Dr. Ida F. Epstein Grossman
Class of 1940
Dr. Clifford J. Tichenor
Class of 1941Dr. Joseph B. Cramer
Dr. Joseph B. Enders, Jr.
Dr. Joseph M. Wool
Class of 1942
Dr. Thomas D. Benson
Class of 1944
Dr. Milton Eagle
Class of 1945Dr. R. Harrison Freedman
Class of 1946 Dr. Gladys F. Raskin
Class of 1947Dr. William J. Blake 
Dr. James J. Dunn 
Dr. Donald Gribetz 
Dr. Jules C. Ladenheim 
Dr. Jay H. Stubenhaus
Class of 1948Dr. William B. Kantor 
Dr. Marjorie I. Paschke Butler 
Dr. William J. Reid 
Dr. Wayne M. Weisner
Class of 1949Dr. Martin Altchek 
Dr. John G. Loeffler 
Dr. Clemens E. Prokesch 
Dr. John Quin, Jr.
Dr. Henry G. Reinhardt
Class of 1950Dr. Michael Green 
Dr. Leonard M. Rapoport 
Dr. William J. Zehrung
Class of 1951Dr. Constantin Cope 
Dr. Rita F. Girolamo *
Dr. Benson R. McGann 
Dr. George D. Vlahides
Class of 1952Dr. Edward J. Gluck
Class of 1953Dr. Melvin Bronstein 
Dr. Oliver K. Church 
Dr. Thomas B. Crawshaw 
Dr. Harold Meiselas 
Dr. Irving N. Rubinstein 
Dr. Maurice Safrin 
Dr. William A. Smith 
Dr. David J. States 
Dr. Malvin S. Sumner
Class of 1954 Dr. Sanford H. Anzel *
Dr. Peter P. Brancucci 
Dr. Alton J. Curran 
Dr. Irwin Gribetz 
Dr. Margaret E. Wolke
Class of 1955Dr. John P. Curran *
Dr. Alois Kallfelz 
Dr. Irving Schreiber
Class of 1956 
Dr. Donald G. Belliveau 
Dr. Frederick N. Cushmore 
Dr. Thomas J. Degnan 
Dr. Paul C. Lehmuller *
Dr. Theresa Guernsey-Smith 
Dr. Lawrence A. Norton 
Dr. Charles E. Sieger *
Dr. Frederick Wuest
Class of 1957Dr. Robert B. O'Dair 
Dr. E. John Steinhilber, III
Class of 1958Dr. Seymour Bross
Dr. Rainer V. Guggenheim
Dr. Marshall T. Metzgar
Dr. Louis N. Scotti
Dr. Edward J. Tracey
Class of 1959Dr. David J. Connor 
Dr. Peter G. DeMarco 
Dr. Justin Howland 
Dr. William H. Klompus 
Dr. Benjamin J. Sadock ‘
Class of 1960Dr. David G. Bryant 
Dr. Floyd J. Donahue *
Dr. Robert E. Fabricant 
Dr. Allan M. Rothenberg 
Dr. Eugene W. Sweeney
Class of 1961Dr. Peter Altman 
Dr. Howard D. Harrison 
Dr. Vincent E. Smith
Class of 1962Dr. Howard T. Beilin 
Dr. Anthony P. Chatowsky 
Dr. Victor R. Grann 
Dr. Joseph A. McMahon
Class of 1963Dr. Phyllis A. Appel 
Dr. Wales Craven *
Dr. John J. Heaiy 
Dr. George R. Hughes 
Dr. Lawrence R. Marwill 
Dr. Martin S. Neff
Class of 1964Dr. Charles C. Bianco 
Dr. Daniel F. Crowther 
Dr. Ronald E. Rosen 
Dr. Raymond Small 
Dr. Robert H. Waldie 
Dr. Jack A. Zeller
Class of 1965Dr. William J, Behrje ’
Dr. Arthur Bergner 
Dr. Elliot M. Puritz 
Dr. Robert C. Sabatelle 
Dr. Cheryl M. Sternlieb
Class of 1966 
Dr. Morris Cohen 
Dr. Cornelius J. Cornell, Jr. 
Dr. Neil T. Greenidge
Class of 1967Dr. Vincent J. Catrini 
Dr. Sanford L. Schatz 
Dr. Arthur A. Topilow 
Dr. Judith F. Topilow 
Class of 1968 Dr. Richard J. Claps 
Dr. Ralph J. D’Angelo
Dr. James Gaffney 
Dr. Santo T. Ruggiert 
Dr. Robert J. Siragusa 
Dr. Sheldon H. Steinbach 
Dr. Marvin A. Stone
Class of 1969
Dr. Allan Jacobs 
Dr. Alan B. Lippitt
Class of 1970 
Dr. Martin J. Frank
Class of 1971Dr. Steele Belok 
Dr. Hen^ Dauber 
Dr. Denis J. Frank 
Dr. Joel G. Schwab 
Dr. Bruce H. Shelton 
Dr. Kenneth H. Yuska
Class of 1972Dr. Michael C. Chase *
Dr. John Jessup 
Dr. Stephan L. Kamholz 
Dr. Kenneth B. Miller 
Dr. Thomas E. Noble
Class of 1973Dr. Alan S. Berkeley 
Dr. Thomas J. Flannery 
Dr. Timothy G. McAvoy 
Dr. Bernard Rubin 
Dr. Jo K. Sadowitz 
Dr. Howard M. Silverstein 
Dr. Edward L. Snyder 
Dr. Harvey D. Zara 
Dr. Shelley A. Zara
Class of 1974Dr. James S. Bove 
Dr. Yvette G. Janssen 
Dr. Anthony F. LaSala 
Dr. Frederic J. Mallen 
Dr. Andrew N. Needelman 
Dr. Carl H. Victor 
Dr. Preston L. Winters
Class of 1975 Dr. Sanford H. Auerbach 
Dr. Kenneth S. Bannerman 
Dr. Kenneth J. Berniker 
Dr. M. Sheila Desmond 
Dr. Peter A. Howland 
Dr. Richard S. Kornbluth 
Dr. Richard Mones *
Dr. Thomas L. Okner *
Dr. Robert J. Rienzo 
Dr. Elon N. Schwartz 
Dr. Martin A. Schwartz 
Dr. David F. Sobel 
Dr. Jeffrey E. Stein 
Dr. Sandra Hicks Wulach
Class of 1976Dr. Neil T. Choplin 
Dr. Seth Feder 
Dr. Steven A. Fein *
Dr. Bruce J. Friedman 
Dr. Mark J. Leber 
Dr. Robert A. Stern
Class of 1977 Dr. Katherine A. Dent 
Dr. Stephen J. Gordon 
Dr. Robert I. Kersh 
Dr. Howard R. Krauss 
Dr. Michael W. Prystowsky 
Dr. Andrew Ricci, Jr.
Dr. Richard T. Sarkin 
Dr. Jeffery Vieira
Class of 1978 Dr. Edward A. Clerkin 
Dr. Deborah D. Demicco 
Dr. Sheldon P. Hersh 
Dr. Bernhard H. Lanwehr 
Dr. Richard A. Stram 
Dr. Mark S. Weiss
Class of 1979Dr. Sandra I. Cohen 
Dr. Susan J. Freeman 
Dr. Jeffrey D. Kaufman 
Dr. Stephen F. Kineke 
Dr. Joel S. Lippman 
Dr. Madeline M. Manzione 
Dr. Roderick S. McKee 
Dr. Yale B. Mitchel 
Dr. Cynthia C. Nast 
Dr. Richard J. Ricca 
Dr. Debra E. Seltzer 
Dr. Terry E. Shlimbaum 
Dr. William E. Shuell 
Dr. Francine M. Siegel Stein 
Dr. Sherwin D. Straus 
Dr. Marvin J. Weingarten
Class of 1980 Dr. Richard Beerman 
Dr. John A. Coyne
Dr. Albert M. Loerinc
Dr. Lawrence J. Sigler
Dr. Linda C. Wase-McClintic
Class of 1981Dr. Lewis E. Auerbach 
Dr. Allen H. Bahoric 
Dr. Allen S. Burris 
Dr. Thomas A. Caleca 
Dr. Bridget Downes 
Dr. Michael A. Fiori 
Dr. Nancy J. Freeman 
Dr. Joel P. Freiman 
Dr. Mitchel S. Hoffman 
Dr. William Kaloostain *
Dr. Robert Kogan 
Dr. Karen D. Meiselas 
Dr. Douglas T. Miller 
Dr. Mary A. Novakoski 
Dr. Charles B. Peeples 
Dr. George Spivack 
Dr. James E. Udelson
Class of 1982 Dr. Judith B. Evans 
Dr. Lawrence P. Kirschenbaum 
Dr. Patricia M. Mower 
Dr. Douglas E. Padgett 
Dr. Robert N. Perelman 
Dr. Victor S. Regenbogen 
Dr. Penny Tenzer-lglesias 
Dr. Stuart Waldstreicher
Class of 1983 
Dr. Laurie Grant 
Dr. Jeffrey A. Mazlin 
Dr. William T. McGee 
Dr. Adelaide G. Nardone 
Dr. Susan M. O’Brien 
Dr. Win-Kuang Shen 
Dr. Rebecca L. Steckel 
Dr. Jay I. Stylman 
Dr. Douglas A. Woodburn
Class of 1984Dr. David Ashe 
Dr. Kenneth B. Blankstein 
Dr. Dennis R. Braun 
Dr. John T. Fitzpatrick 
Dr. Ah Klapholz 
Dr. Robert J. Lippe 
Dr. Frank 1. Navetta 
Dr. Lawrence M. Samkoff 
Dr. Frank G. Shechtman 
Dr. Robert P. Thiel 
Dr. Debra B. Waldron 
Dr. Tedd L. Weisman
Class of 1985Dr. Douglas M. Berger 
Dr. Elizabeth M. Clark 
Dr. Joel M. Fischer 
Dr. James P. Forensky 
Dr. Anjan K. Ghosh 
Dr. Charles F. Glassman 
Dr. Haik G. Kavookjian 
Dr. Janet C. Lin 
Dr. Eric S. Perlman 
Dr. Helene E. Price 
Dr. Jonathan T. Rie 
Dr. O. Tina Rose 
Dr. Neil M. Sperling 
Dr. Anna Marie Ward
Class of 1986
Dr, Philip C. Caron 
Dr. Richard Chan 
Dr. Jayne M. Doherty 
Dr. Jane H. Feldman 
Dr. Randi S. Feldman 
Dr. Frederick E. Foeppel 
Dr. Steven R. Inglis 
Dr. Essam Y. Malaty +
Dr. Joel D. Meshulam
Dr. Lori B. Saltzman-Gabelman
Dr. Laurence A. Seidman
Class of 1987Dr. Thomas Capilupi 
Dr. Thomas G. Carr, Jr.
Dr. Margaret M. Gennaro 
Dr. Robert A. Hadden 
Dr. Donna M. Henry 
Dr. William J. Kaiser, III 
Dr. Jeffrey M. Loria 
Dr. Jay J.D. More 
Dr. Anne R. Mullin 
Dr. Michelle A. Multz 
Dr. Louis D. Vizioli
Class of 1988Dr. Joseph A. Johnson
Dr. Robert C. Lee
Dr. Phyllis K. Mandel
Dr. Yetunde O. Odusanya-Olowe
Dr. Robert C. Pepperman
Dr. Lawrence G. Sahler
Dr. Sharon Scherl
Dr. Richard D. Schultz
Dr. George C. Shapiro
Dr. Elizabeth L. Supra-Johnson
Class of 1989Dr. William V. Begg, III
Dr. John E. Brown
Dr. Lourdes M. Castano
Dr. Victoria T. Crescenzi
Dr. Robert D. Malin
Dr. Anne McTiernan
Dr. Deborah J. Millington Capolupi
Class of 1990Dr. Mark C. Garabedian 
Dr. Donna A. Ingram 
Dr. Michael Resnikoff 
Dr. Gregg D. Schubach 
Dr. Joanne P. Starr *
Dr. Roberta S. Stephenson 
Dr. Lidia F. Vitale
Class of 1991Dr. Michele P. Abercrombie 
Dr. Judy L. Boslow 
Dr, Christina M. Demopulos 
Dr. Jacob Handszer 
Dr. David R. Janfaza 
Dr. Elizabeth M. Kaiser 
Dr. Kathleen M. Kicsak 
Dr. Stefanie C. Lindahl 
Dr. Simone E. Mordas 
Dr. Anthony L. Paglia 
Dr. Miraftor T. Reyes 
Dr. Jeffrey A. Schor
Class of 1992Dr. Randye S. Resnick Bernot
Dr. Shevaun M. Doyle
Dr. Thuy T. Hoang
Dr. Erica C. Jones
Dr. Albert W. Ritter
Dr. Karen R. Silverberg
Dr. Maria M. Torroella
Dr. Philip C. Tsolakis
Dr. Lisa T. Vasak
Class of 1993Dr. Michael D. Bernot 
Dr. Marc S. Dauer 
Dr. John C. Elkas 
Dr. Anthony Esposito 
Dr. Donna J. Lombardi 
Dr. John E. Mullen 
Dr. Rosa Roofeh +
Class of 1994
Dr. Andrea C. Chiaramonte 
Dr. Jill A. Gradner 
Dr. John J. Hassett, Jr.
Dr. Christine E. Hinke 
Dr. Mokarram H. Jafri, Jr.
Dr. James L. Januzzi, Jr.
Dr. Sang-Hee Lee 
Dr. Leslie W. Makohoniuk 
Dr. Donna Phanumas 
Dr. Constance C. Reese 
Dr. Jessica E. Sangurima 
Dr. Joanne F. Spalding 
Dr. Chris M. Vicente
'All or part of these 
contributions were received 
by the Alumni Association.
+Associate Alumnus/a
\
\
PLEASE NOTE: Thecompilers of this report have 
carefully reviewed the 
names that are included. 
Nevertheless, in listings of 
this length and complexity, 
errors and omissions may 
occur. If your name has 
been omitted, misspelled, or 
listed incorrectly, please 
accept our apologies and 
bring the mistake to our 
attention.
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, NY
Calendar of Events
DATE EVENT
January 28,1996- 
February 3, 1996
Winter CME
Palmas Del Mar, Puerto Rico
Friday, 
February 23, 1996
American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons 
Alumni Reception, Atlanta, Georgia
Southern Florida Chapter Receptions
Saturday, 
March 23, 1996
Miami Chapter Reception
Miami, Florida
Sunday, 
March 24, 1996
Delray Beach Chapter Reception
Delray Beach, Florida
Thursday,
May 16, 1996
6th Annual Golf Outing » '
Scarsdale Golf Club *■ '
May 17-20,1996 ALUMNI/AE REUNION WEEKEND
Friday,
May 17,1996
Class of 1971 -25th Year F^union
Roof of Terence Cardinal Cooke
Health Care Center (formerly “Flower”) r ^
Saturday,
May 18, 1996
a'
Annual Alumni Banquet
The Plaza, New York ' • '
i
Sunday,
May 19, 1996
Annual Meeting \
Milestone Reunion Lunchedn for ClasS'es Of
1931, 1936, 1941, 1946 (50th), 1951, 1956, 1961, 
1966, 1971 (25th), 1976, 1981, 1986, 1991
Monday,
May 20, 1996
137th NYMC Commencement
Golden Anniversary of the Class of ’46
Carnegie Hall, New York
T
